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The occurrence or rree spiral vortices at pump
intakes and reservoir bellmouth spillways can cause
considerable loss of efficiency by reducing the quantity
of flow and by entraining air. To understand the mechanism
and formation of these vortices an investigation has been
made under steady and controlled conditions, measurements
of surface profile, velocity distribution and discharge
being made and compared with the results calculated from
non-viscous theory. Vortices in two sizes ot geometrically
similar apparatuB have also been studied to determine the
velocity scale relationship for similarity.
The formation of steady vortices has been investigated
for outlets drawing water both upwards and downwards trom a
vessel and the conditions for air entrainment to occur has
been shown to be different tor these two directions of outlet.
The transient formation of vortices at these outlets is also
discussed and it is seen that direction of outlet is, then, not
important but the outlet velocity compared with Bubmergence
is a principal tactor. From this work three independent
conditions tor the prevention of such vortices are found.
The behaviour ot a vortex core atter it has entered
an outlet was also studied. With a downwards outlet the
air-core could persist, but conditions were ~ound when a
sudden transition to pipe-fUll flow could occur and this
transition has been called the annular hydraulic jump.
An analysis o~ this transition was made by making certain
simplifying assumptions which were shown to be justi~ied
by the agreement round between experiment and analysis.
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THE FREE SPIRAL VORTEX
1. Introduction
The typical surface profile produced by a swirling
flow at an outlet from a vessel has long been a well
known feature of free surface flow. Yet, only in recent
years has a detailed study and analysis of this phenomenon
been attempted. Non-viscous, hydrodynamic analysis gives
the velocity distribution for the potential or free
cylindrical vortex and shows that, ideally, the free
spiral vortex Should have a similar velocity distribution.
For many years this was all that was known of the free
spiral vortex and it is only in the last twenty years
that detailed experimental study, together with further
theoretical analysis, has been made. These recent stUdies
have become necessary because of the unexpected occurrence
ot the free spiral vortex in some hydraulic problems and
the associated harmful effects sometimes produced by such
vortices.
One problem that has produced considerable interest
in th~ free spiral vortex is the formation of such vortices
at pump intakes and bellmouth spillways. When water passes
into an intake free spiral vortices will sometimes form,
entraining air and reducing the quantity of water flowing.
3At a pump intake the entrainment of air can cause vibration
of the pump impeller and partial loss of suction, while the
variation in quantity can produce changes in pump speed.
At a bel~outh spillway the decrease in quantity which
occurs when such a vortex forms might~in an extreme
example) lead to the overtopping of the dam, but here the
air entrainment should not be serious. Several recent
papers have been concerned with investigations made on
the prevention of such vortices and a study of these papers
has shown that some aspects of the problem are not understood.
A survey has therefore been made of all recent investigationS
of the free spiral vortex BO that the present state of
knowledge can be determined and a profitable line of study
found.
The first investigations studied were concerned with
the formation of vortices at bellmouthed spillways and the
consequent reduction of their coefficients of discharge.
The next series of investigations were concerned with the
prevention of vortices in pump sumps. Following this
work some investigators have stud;ed the free spiral vortex
when produced under steady and controlled .conditions. More
recently there has been work on the use of the free spiral
vortex to control flow in drop chambers particularly for
application in sewage systems. Before proceeding with a
description of the the present work and the conclusions
4derived, from ita sunmary will be given of s orne of this
previous work drawing attention to features which were not
understood and which seemed to require further investigation.
2. Bellrnouth Overflow Spillways
The first recorded work of any consequency in this field
is that of G. M. Binniel of Binnie, Deacon and Gourley who
carried out some tests on model bellmouths and siphon-
bellmouth spillways for the Jubilee reservoir Hong Kong.
The models used were quite large, being built to a scale
of si giving a bellmouth of over 3 feet in diameter. The
report mentions the formation of a vortex and its considerable
effect on the coefficient of discharge, but then proceeds
to make an erroneous distinction between the types of vortex
which form, classifying them as "forced single spiral vortex"
pribduced by swirling in the approaching:r.J.owand a "free
single spiral vortex" caused by fla suction due to a vacumn
created inside the bellmouth immediately below the surface~
It will be shown in the present investigation that a vortex
can only form if there is swirl in the approaching flow when
the vortex formed will be of the free spiral type. G. M.
Binnie considered a number of ways of preventing a vortex
from forming and found that a single baffle placed across
the bellmouth was the most satisfactory cure, although not
necessarily complete, because a vortex could still form on
one side of the baffle.
1. G. M. Binnie: Jour. Inst. Civil Engs.V.lD
p,65, 1938.
IFollowing the work by G. M. Binnie some ~urther
laboratory experiments on bellmouth spillways were made by
A. M. Binnie and R. K. Wright2• Their apparatus, essentially
a 4 foot diameter tank, had a radial supply similar to that
used in the present experiments and a central outlet in the
form of a bellmouth standing vertically upwards from the floor
of the tank. The flow approaching the bellmouth was entirely
radial. It was shown that, for low values of the head above
the sill of the bellmouth, the bellmouth acted as a circular
weir and the flow was axially symmetrical leaving a central
core of air in ,the outlet tube. When the flow was increased
this air-core became unstable and opened and closed alternately,
trapping quantities of air1hich were carried through in the form
of bubbles. Under these conditions the flow quantity varied
considerably and the opening and closing of the air-core
produced much noise. With further increase of the quantity
and with no swirl in the approaching flow, a critical depth
of water was reached above which theiweir drowned and no
further air entrainment occurred. In the later experiments
swirl was deliberately induced in the approaching flow by
using baffles to deflect some of the flow into a tangential
direction and it was found that a free spiral vortex with an
air-core was fo~ed. Air-entrainment now occurred even at
depths much greater than the ,depth at which air-entrainment
2. A. M. Binnie and R. K. Wright: Jour.Inst.C1vil
EDgs. V.15 p.197 1941.
8had previously ceased when no swirl was present. Binnie and
Wright concluded that considerable care should be taken to
prevent swirl in the approaching flow because the free spiral
vortex not only entrained air but also caused a considerable
decrease in the coefficient of discharge. Swirl diminished
the coefficient of discharge both when the bellmouth acted
as a weir and when it was drowned.
3. Air entrainment in pump sumps
A number of p~pers published have been concerned with
the formation of air-entraining vortices in pump sumps and
methods for their prevention. The most comprehensive of
these papers describes work done at the British Hydromechanics
Research Laboratories by D. F. Denny and G. A. J. young3 and
is representative of most of the work done on this subject up
to 1957. A study was made of various shapes of model sumps
and it was conoluded that the vortioes formed because of
rotation in the approaching flow.
The influence of a number of variables was studied,
inoluding submergenoe of the intake, suction velocity and,
for upward flow into a vertioal pipe, clearance between
the bottom of the pipe and the bottom of the sump and, finally,
distance of the intake from a side wall. Using these
British Hydromechanics Researoh
3. Denny and Young. Assooiation. Publ.SP583, 1957
observations they were able to draw diagrams ,of submergence
against intake velocity and divide the diagrams into vortex
forming and vortex free regions. No measurements of vortex
strength or swirl in the approaching flow was attempted. The
effect of various baffles and rafts were tried and these were
sometimes effective in preventing air-entrainment, but it was
doubtful if they reduced the swirl in the intake.
The main purpose of their investigation was to attempt
to determine a velocity scale relationship between a prototype
and its geometrically similar model. Their results indicated
that the Froude Number relationship did not give similar
results and the model velocities had to be increased before
similar behaviour to that of the prototy~e was obtained. They
concluded that models should be run at exit tube velocities
equal to those of the prototype, but real~sed that this could
not be universally true because it implied that vortices might
form in depths of water of 100 feet or more, which is contrary
to experience. It should be noted that this suggested velocity
scale exaggeration was only checked creefor a je size model
and its prototype.
It is interesting to quote from their remarks on air-
entrainment that "the air carried into the intake in this
manner may easily reach 5% of the water flow, and can thus
have disastrous effects on the efficiency of the hydraulic
machinery, apart from the danger of vibration or corrosion
8damage toptpes and tunnels. For instance 1% of air is known
to be capable of reducing the efficiency of a centrifugal
pump by as much as 15%". They point out that swirl alone,
with no air-entrainment, may be troublesome, particularly
with axial flow machines. They also state that whether
the intake is directed upwards, downwards or sideways is
unimportant, but this will later be shown to be not true.
4. Studies of Free Spiral Vortex
The first experimenters to study the free spiral vortex
in any detail were A. M. Binnie and G. A. HOOki~ at Cambridge.
In their introduction describing previous work on this
subject, they say "what scanty information is available deals
mainly with the coefficient of discharge of trumpets for bell-
mouth spillways. G. M. Binnie's experiments using very large
models do not correlate the swirl in the approaching fluid
with the discharge". In Binnie and Hooking's experiments,
they used a five foot diameter tank which had both tangential
and radial supplies. The centrally placed water outlet could
be either of trumpet shape or a uniform pipe and was similar
to the apparatus used in the present investigation except
that outlet pipe protruded above the floor of the tank.
Measurements were made of the quantity of water passing for
varying proportions of radial and tangential supply and also
of the amount of air carried through.
4. Binnie and Hookings: Proc.Roy.Soc.A 194 p.398
1948
8Attempts were made to measure velocities in the tank
but, to quote from their paper, "The velocities were too low
for a Pitot tube except near the core where its presence upset
the flow ••• drops of coloured liquid were also unsatisfactory
for they were quickly drawn out into long spiral filamentstt.
An approximate value of the swirl was obtained by using a
matchstick loaded with lead so that it just floated on end.
Its radius of rotation could be controlled by adjusting its
weight and a value of th'e swirl could then be obtained by
timing the matchstick for several revolutions. According to
these measurements the ratio of the observed swirl at l8i-"
radius to that calculated for a particular discharge and water
depth was 0.18 over a range of discharge for the 2" supply and
0.065 for the ttl SUP1JIYJ this is poor agreement which will be
discussed later.
Binnie and Hookings derived an expression for calculating
the Bore size and discharge for a given swirl and depth. This
work is quoted in full later in this thesis and is compared
with eXperimental results obtained •. The analysis assumes.
that t here is negligible radial velocity at the critical
outlet secti~n, which implies that the core surface is
vertioal at this pOint. They therefore consider that their
analYSis is only applicable to a trumpet shaped outlet in
which the radial velocity is suppressed. They could not
18
measure the swirl with any certainty so they made a wall
tapping in the throat of the trumpet and measured the pressure
(h) at this point in excess of atmospheric pressure. They
then assumed the swirl velocity at outlet to be distributed




bKnowing h, the core radius, and the outlet tube radius, a, at
this section, they could calculate c, the swirl. Air-
entrainment was negligible when a continuous, steady air-core
eXisted but, when this air-core became unsteady, bubbles of
ail' were trapped by the closure:,jjfthe core and were then
earl'ied through. The maximum ratio of air-flow to water
flow observed was 0.28 for a be11mouth.
A-'M. Binnie and J. F. Davidson5 c:ontinued the study of
tlle tree spiral vortex by applying a relaxation analysis to
the problem 0t a circular ~ank with a central' sharp edged
oritice .a8 outle~. They determined the shape of the conical
holl"" ;Jetwhich is formed and compared their results with
certail1 practical values. There was no direct measurement
ofTelGci~ie. with which to compare the results and the
value .•'£. t1t.e.snrl waa Chosen to fit ~he surface protile.
DuriJtg tlteu eJtpel:UneJltsthq found that for a small swirl
'ttie'" ,etatotnl.t doe_not .,•'ci!verge _cause of surface tenS! on
5. Binnie and Davidson: Proe.Roy.SOC. A 199,p.443 1949.
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~orceB, oscillations being set up in which the jet alternately
expands and contracts,and this is analysed.
5. The Purposes of the Present Investigation
A~ter studying the papers summarised in the preceding
sections and after personal discussion with Mr. A. M. Binnie
at Cambridge and Dr. D. F. Denny at the British HydromechanicB
Research Association it became clear that the following points
were among those requiring solution before de~inite conclu-
sions can be drawn concerning the formation o~ air entraining
vortices.
Firstly, no measurements of velocity have been made
within a Bo-called free spiral vortex. The non-viscous flow
theory assumes that tangential velocity varies inversely with
the distance from the centre line of the vortex core, but
such a distribution of velocity implies that there will be
shearing stresses set up when a viscous fluid is used and at
small radii these stresses may become considerable. It has
.yet to be determined whether these shear stresses distort
the ideal velocity distribution only slightly or perhaps
ver,r considerably. The theoretical solution obtained by
Binnie and Hookings for the free spiral vortex uses the
ideal velocity distribution and would be made invalid by any
considerable difference between this and the ~rue distribution.
SecondlY, there is the problem of dynamdc similarity
between geometrically similar systems. Suppose that a vortex
II
is produced in one size of apparatus in which the depth of
flow, the quantity and the swirl are measured and suppose
that a geometrically similar vortex in a geometrically sirndlar
but larger apparatus is produced. t#hatwould be the scale
factor relating the velocities in the two systems? Denny
has sUggested equal exit velocities for similarity of vortex
formation but this condition has not been substantiated except
in one instance.
A third problem. which needs to be solved is the way in
which the swirl arises in a structure such as a sump.
Numerous theories have been put forward, including ones
involving spin produced by the pump impeller, or a type of
secondary flow when the flow turns a sharp corner into the
outlet, also, general swirl in the sump or vortices ahed
from the sump boundaries. Denny states that the swirl must
originate in the flow approaching the outlet but does not
specify how this happens.
"
A fourth problem which appears to have received very
little attention is the behaviour of the flow after passing
into the outlet pipe. Suppose that a vortex core is for.med
and the tail of this core enters the outlet pipe. Does this
air-core persist in the outlet pipe or is it broken up into
air bubbles' When an air-core is for.med the flow into the
outlet has a high proportion of swirl and it is presumed that
13
this swirl will be diminished by the action of viscous
retardation; it would be useful to know how quickly the
swirl would be destroyed. There is also the question of
whether the direction of the outlet has any influence on the
conditions within itself. It may well be that whether, for
instance, the outlet leads vertically downwards or vertically
upwards may have a fundamental influence on the behaviour of
a vortex core within it.
It is known that much of the vortex formation at pump
intakes and reservoir, outlets is intermittent, each vortex
only lasting for a short period of time and producing surgl,ng
.
of the flow. Such an unsteady state is difficult to study,
especially when velocity measurements as well as quantity
and depth measurements are required. Therefore, to study
some of these problems it was decided to design apparatus
in~ich a swirl could be generated and controlled. The
steady free spiral vortices produced at the outlet to this
apparatus could then be observed and detailed measurements
made. It was also decided to build a similar but larger
apparatus to study 1the'scale relationships. Adaptations of
these sets of apparatuB could be made to study different




ANALYSIS OF THE FREE SPIRAL VORTEX
1. Dimensional Analysis.
When water discharges freely from a tank through an
orifice the predominant force acting is that due to gravity.
The dimensional parameter which then describes this flow
condition is the Froude number, vjVgL. It might be argued
that in the special case when a free spiral vortex is formed
the Froude number is no longer a sufficient parameter, for
near the centre of a free spiral vortex the velocity gradient
is large and the viscous shearing is considerable, so that
viscous forces may no longer be negligible. If this is so,
then Reynolds number must also be included to describe the
flowo
Consider the scale relationships between a model, Suffix
1, and its prototype, Suffix 2, if both Froude number and
Reynolds number are involved.
Froude number gives
Vi a "a
~ = gLa •• (1)
Reynolds number gives
•• (2)
If La = nL~, from Eqn.(l),
r: VI 00(3)
s1mfi"~rly from Eqn. (2),
II
Va = .ta I VaV1. n






This implies that to satisfy both Reynolds number and
Froude number simultaneously, then the fluid in the model
must have a viscosity of nYn times less than that of the
prototype. If the prototype fluid is water, which has a
relatively low viscosity, then even with a half size model
it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to find a
fluid of a suitable viscosity. With any greater scale factor
it is impossible to use a fluid which will satisfy this
condition.
It is therefore not possible to have complete similarity
between model and prototype unless ei.therviscous effects or
gravitational effects are negligible. Under these circum-
stances, when both effects are significant, two methods have
been used for some problems, firstly, a geometrical distortion
and, secondly, a velocity scale distortion while using the
same fluid in both model and prototype. For the present
problem no geometrical distortion has been used but Denny
and Young have suggested a velocity distortion.
Consider first geometrically similar systems in which
the variables involved are flow quantity Q, vorticity c,
depth- H, outlet diameter d, kinematic viscosity v and the
gravitational acceleration g. On forming the dimensional
,.
matrix for M, L and T it is found to be of order two, so
that the ~ theorem gives the result that, for N variables,
there are N-2 numerics.
We have therefore,
g2d ~;2 ' d
Q H
The last two of these will be seen to be a form of the
Froude number and Reynolds number respectively. The equation
for flow quantity is therefore of the form:
Q
= •• (6)
In the experimental investigation, if two 'of the
numerics on the right hand side are held constant, the effect
of the third numeric can be studied. If, for instance, the
flow were independent ~f Froude number, then for the same
values Of ~ and ~ in model and prototype the value of




Reynolds number similar val~es of ~ and
give identical values of Q / • It mayg2d5 2
well be that both Froude number and Reynolds number are
significant in which case similar values of 1 Q; and
2d~ 2
H g
d will yield different values of Reynolds number and Froude
number, from which the velocity scale for similarity may
be determined. An experimental study of these numerics








DIAGRAM TO ILLUSTRATE ANALYSIS OF FREE
SPIRAL VORTEX.
18
20 Ideal Fluid Analysis of the Free Spiral Vortex.
The analysis that follows was first derived by
A.lvI.Binnieand G.A.HoOkingS4 for the discharge of a
swirling fluid through a trumpet shaped outlet. It
assumes that at the outlet section the only significant
velocities are the vertical velocity and the swirl
velocities, the radial velocity being insignificant. In
the present work it has been assumed that even for a sharp
edged orifice the radial velocities are still negligible
and the same analysis is applicable. The analysis depends
on the condition that for stability of flow the quantity
of outflow is a maximum, a condition identical with that
of minimum energy.
Referring to the diagram of a free spiral vortex, Fig.2,
Be~mulli f s equation is applied at a radius r where
b < r < a and it is also applied at a large radius where
the depth is H and the swirl velocity can be considered
as being negligibly small. For non-viscous flow these two
values of Bemoulli f s equation will be equal and this gives,
40 A.M.Binnie and G.A.Hookings. Proc.Roy.
Soc.A 194 p.398, 1948.
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where h is the water depth at radius r, v is the vertical
velocity through the outlet, and c is the value of the swirl,
w.r.
Bernoulli's equation can also be applied at the outlet
at radius I' and on the core surface, radius b. The vertical
velocity v through the outlet is assumed to be constant and
therefore,
hTherefore
Substituting in Eqn.(7) for h,
H
(
= \2.g.H •• (9)Therefore v
The value of the ·discharge, Q, will be given by
multiplying this vertical velocity by the flow area.
2 12 2 C -Therefore Q = ~(a - b )(2gH - b2)2 •• (10)
For stability the discharge must be a maximum, i.eo,
should be n~gative.
Equating to zero and re-arranging terms,
4 H b4 2 b2 2 2•g.. - c. - c •a = 0
Solving for b2,
20
b2 = C2 ± v'C~ + l6.c2.a2.g.H.
Bog.Ho
The negative solution is not possible and the positive
a2Qsolution makes Obi
maximum discharge is
negative so that the condition of
fulfilled.
Combining Eqns.(lO) and (11),
••(12)
Binnie and Hook1ngs considered that this analysis was
only applicable when the radial component of flow at the outlet
was negligible. They therefore thought that it would only
apply to outlets of a trumpet shape in which radial velocities
are suppressed. However, the experiments to be described were
carried out using sharp edged orifices or tubes with sharp
entrances and even with these unfavourable outlet conditions
the radial velocities have not proved to be significant.
21
FIG 3.
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EXPERIM!rr~TALSTUDY OF THE FREE SPIRAL VORTEX
1. Small Vortex Tank
To study the free spiral vortex in detail it is
necessary to obtain steady conditions, and the apparatus
must therefore be symmetrical about a central vertical
axis and the flow conditions should be axisymmetric. It
is also important to make conditions uniform throughout
the depth of the tank so that the tangential velocity
distribution only varies radially and not with depth.
Conditions will then be as nearly as possible those assumed
in the analysis of the free spiral vortex. To obtain
these conditions the design of tank adopted was as shown
in Figs. 3 and 4. This is similar to that used by A. M.
Binnie except for the tangential inlets. It was thought
that if all the tangential supply entered at the bottom
of the tank a secondary circulation might be generated
as the water passed upwards to the remainder of the tank.
Various possible arrangements were considered that ~inally
adopted consisted of eight tangential supply pipes, four
one side of the tank and four diametrically opposite,
spaced evenly throughout the depth of the~nk and vertically
above each other. The supply to these eight tangential
supply pipes was branched symmetrically so that each pipe
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received an equal sup~ly. This supply was both axially
symmetrical and also proved to be uniform with respect to
depth. If the tank was to be operated at a depth~-
less than maximum, the tangential supply pipes which were
then above the water surface were disconnected to prevent
the issuing jet of water impinging on the free surface
and causing disturbance.
Measurements were made of flow quantity, surface
profile and the velocity distribution throughout the tank.
It was proposed to use photographic methods to measure
both velocitiesmd core profiles and therefore it was
essential to be able to view the vortex through the sides
of the tank. The view through the top free surface would
be distorted both by the curvature of the surface and by
surface ripples. The small vortex tank was therefore
constructed entirely of perspex and this enabled the vortex
to be studied not only in the tank but also in the outlet.
Thetuik itself was a 21 inch internal diameter cylinder
two feet high mqulded from ~ inch perspex sheet. A! inch
thick rim It inches wide was cemented around the top to
prevent distortion. This tank was mounted on a triangular
levelling frame. The radial supply arrangement is shown
in Fig. 4. This system is not ideal because all the radial
supply is at the bottom of the tank, but a system giving
radial supply equally at all depths would have entailed
2e
building another supply tank outside the vortex tank, and
requiring considerable screening and vaning to make the flow
uniform and radial. This would have made it impossible to
observe events in the tank as thoroughly as with the system
used. The effect of non-uniformity of radial supply is
small compared with that of the tangential supply because
the maximum radial velocities are only about i inch per
second compared with about 26 inches per second for the
tangential supply. Axial symmetry of the radial supply was
obtained by passing it through throttling rings of equally
spaced holes and by using radial guide vanes underneath the
baffle plateo
The 21 inch perspex cylinder, when filled with water,
acted as a large lens, distorting the appearance of anything
within the tank. To counter this distortion a chamber with two
flat plate glass sides at right angles to each other was sealed
on to the outside of the perspex tank and the intervening space
was filled with water. This reduced distortion to a.negligible
amount.
On top of the vortex tank rails were fitted to carry a
depth gauge, propeller meter and other such measuring devices.
These rails were accurately levelled and graduated in inches fro~
the centre of the tank. At~the outlet from the tank provision
was made either to fit sharp edged orifices or outlet tubes of




The non-viscous analysis of a free spiral vortex
shows that the quantity of water flowing out from the tank
is a function of both the water depth at a large radius
where velocity energy is negligible, and the value of the
vorticity c. It is assumed that vorticity is constant
which implies that the tangential velocity w varies inversely
with the radius. As far as is kno\¥u, no velocity measurements
have been made in a free spiral vortex structure and so it
has not been established whether the assumption of constant
vorticity for a real, viscous fluid is true or false, or
whether it is a reasonable approximation. Before the ideal
analysis can be ..used1t must be shown not only that the
assumption of constant vorticity is reasonable, but also
that the distribution of tangential velocity is uniform
with depth. Superimposed on the tangential velocities will
be radial and vertical velocities and these should become
more significant as the flow approaches the outlet.
Consideration will now be given to the problems of measuring
velocities in various parts of the flow and the methods
of velocity measurement most likely to be successful.
In the small vortex tank, at radii greater than about
two inches from the core centre line, the velocities
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to be measured varied from about 12 inches per second
to 2 inches/sec. This order of velocity gives a small
dynamic head when using a Pitot Tube and entails very
accurate measurement of head. A small propeller meter will
work satisfactorily over this range, though the response
may become sluggish at velocities below 3 or 4 inches/sec.
unless great care is taken to minimise bearing friction.
The speed of rotation can be measured with a stroboscope
or at very low speeds, less than 120 r.p.m., the propeller
speed can be found by visual counting.
The disadvantages of a propeller meter are that it
averages velocities acvoss its swept area and it may
disturb delicate flow patterns. Therefore near the
core of the vortex, where there is a steepening velocity
gradient and where the flow pattern was found to be very
susceptible to disturbances, the propeller meter is no
longer suitable for measuring velocities. Despite the
higher velocities to be measured in this region, a Pitbt
Tube is also unsuitable because it too, will destroy the
pattern it is required to measure.
A method of velocity measurement is required which
will take energy from the flow and which will give the
velocity at a particular point in the flow. The only
method which does this exactly is that used by Fage in
which he used an ultramicroscope to follow minute particles
in the water. This method would not have been practicable
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in this instance because of intervening fluid layers, but
a similar type of method can be used. Some small pellets
of wax, loaded with lead stearate to bring their specific
gravi ty to unity, can be added to the flow. Being of the
same density as the water which they disPace, they will
experience the same forces.as the water and will therefore
follow the flow pattern in detail. Their movement over
a short interval of time can be recorded as a streak on
a photograph and if the camera shutter speed is known
the mean velocity along the path traced out can be found.
In this investigation the flow pattern is three dimensional,
whilst the method of recording velocities photographically
is two dimensional. Therefore, to determine the flow two
simnltaneous photographs are required in directions at
right angles.
As previously mentioned, a water filled chamber with
two perpendicular plate glass sides fastened to the outside
of the vortex tank allowed distortion free viewing of the
vortex. A ~r system, shown diagrammatically in Fig.6,
reflected these two views into one camera thus giving the
information for each reading on one photograph. This
method avoided the complication of having ~ synchronise
two cameras. First attempts to obtain readings by this
method Showed that the water between the core region and
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the camera scattered so much light into the camera that
the pellet images were obscured. Photographs were,
therefore, taken at night with no lighting except for
intense illumination of the core region. Details or the
illumination method and film development are given in
Appendix I and typical photographs obtained are shown
in Figs. 9 and 10. At first an electronic flash gun
was used to give a bright spot at the beginning of each
streak but later it was found possible to deduce the
direction of travel from the photographs and so the
flash was omitted.
3. Interpretation of Photographs
The camera, through its mirror system, views the
vortex as if it were viewing from A and B (Fig. 7a).
These directions are the x and y axes respectively. The
z axis is the centre line of the core.
The photographs do not give x, y and z directly
because the scale for y and z in the left hand photograph
is dependent on the value of x. Similarly, x from the
right hand photograph, depends on the value of y. This
is clear by conSidering the lengths em, no, pq in Fig.7a,
for on the photograPA each of these differing lengths
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ti) From Rectangular Coordinates
To Polar Notation.
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Let x', y', z', be the co-ordinates measured from
the photographs.
Let x, y, z, be co-ordinates from photographs if
there were no distortion.
Now suppose x is not zero and introduce a distortion
scale factor, s, so that,
y = r' (1 - x s s) 1
If OA = OB we have two similar expressions for x
and z (to be measured f rom left hand photograph), because s
will apply to both photographs.
Therefore x = x' (1 - y.s) 2
and z = z' (1 - x , s ) 3
These equations satisfy the condition that when
x' = 0, x = 0, y' = 0, y = ° and z, = 0, z = o.Combining equations 1 and 2 and solving for x,
x = x' [ 1 - y' (1 - xs)s ]
x = x' (1 - l's) 4
1 - x'y's8
Let X, Y, Z be the full-scale co-ordinates and
let r be the scale factor such that,
x= rx
Then X = rx' (1 - l's)1 - x'y's8






(1 - x's)Z = rx' - 8
1 - x'y's2
This equation 8 assumes that z' is taken from
the left hand photograph.
As will be shovm later, the value of s for the
small vortex tank and for the standardised position of
the camera is 0.0805.
sa = 0.0065
Also the values of x' and y' never exceed 0.5, so that
x'y's8 is always less than 0.0016. Therefore, the term
1 - x'y's8 is considered negligible.
Equations 6, 7 and 8 become
X = rx' (1 - y's) 9
y = ry' (1 - x's) 10
Z = rz' (1 - x's) 11
The co-ordinates (Xi' Yi, Zi) and (Xa, Ya, Za) of
the beginning and end of each streak were determined
from equations 9, 10 and 11. These co-ordinates were
then used to determine the vertical velocity Z and the
circumferential velocity re J the radial component from
observation was negligible, or at least not measurable.
Let the shutter speed be t
Z = Z. - Z,
t
12
Considering projection of motion in XY plane to find
re, see Fig. 8b.
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2
r:l, = (X:I,2 + Y:I,8)
ra = (Xa2 + Y22)2
13
Equation 13 was averaged to give a mean radius r.
The chord length e is given by




The value of e was computed from
sin
so that
e = 2 sin-1 ..£.
2r




If the bead had completed more than half a turn or
several turns the value of e obtained from e~an. 15
was always the minimum value. For instance, if the bead
completed an arc of ~ radians the value obtained
2
Therefore, the approximate value of e
had
for e would be Z.
2
had to be obtained by inspection and given in the
form 2'JtN+ e •
The scale factors rand s were determined by
.photographing a rectangular p~te 20 inches high and
12 inches wide which had been painted black and then
scribed horizontally and vertically with lines 2 inches
apart. This square meshwork of scratchmarks showed
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bright against the black paint. Three photographs were
taken from each viewing direction, one with the plate at
the centre of the tank and then two more 6 inches nearer
and further from the camera. Vn1en these photographs had
been printed, using a known and constant setting of the
enlarger,the scale factors could be determined as
illustrated in Fig. 8a. The lengths em, no, pg all represent
a length of I inch on the three photographs. The factor
r is determined directly from the length no and s is
found from tan 6. It is also possible to check that the
scale factor is reasonably linear over the range required
and it was found that for distances not greater than
6 inches from the core centre line the scale factor was
linear within 2.%. This degree of accuracy was better
than the accuracy with which measurements from the
photographs could be made and is not therefore significant.
4. Large Vortex Tank
To investigate the scale relationship between different
sizes of geometrically similar vortex apparatus, a second
and much larger tank was required. The maximum size of
apparatus that could be accommodated in the laboratory was
one with dimensions four times those of the small tank
previously described. This large tank would therefore be
seven feet in diameter andvculd hold about eight tons
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of water. Before building this large size apparatus the
small tank was constructed and tested to check that the design
was satisfactory and then the dimensions of the small tank
were scaled up four times to obtain the dimensions for the
large tank.
Again it was considered essential to be able to
observe events within the tank but w i th this large apparatus
this could best be done through glass panels let into the
tank wall. A photograph of this tank is given in Fig. 5.
The large tank was constructed of 16 gauge sheet steel
welded and rolled into a seven foot diameter cylinder. This
thin sheet was then kept in shape by rolled steel angle hoops
1at the top and bottom and an 8 inch thick steel base
plate bolted to the lower angle. The base plate was
braced with welded 2 inch channels and angles and was
then supported on a square subframe carried on four legs.
sTwo plate-glass panels - inch thick Were let into the
8
sides of the tank. The plate-glass windows are one
foot across and run the full depth of the tank. The
cylinder hoop stresses arising from the internal water
pressure are carried across the windows with 1 inch angle
tie bars.
The only part of the apparatus not scaled exactly
from the smaller apparatus was the radial supply inlet
chamber. This chamber was made from two concentric pipes
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or 9 inches and 18 inches diameter instead or 16 inches
and 24 inches if the true scale ractor had been used.
Because this chamber is only used to give an even distr-
ibution of water and is not the final inlet into the tank
it was not considered that this would affect the functioning
of the apparatus.
The size or the apparatus made it inconvenient to
insert propeller meters from the top. Four water-tight
•
glands were therefore fitted in the tank wall and through
these glands the propeller meter could be moved into any
required position. Because of the higher velocities to be
measured a pitot-static tube was made which could be
inserted through the sarneglands. Rails were again
positioned across the top of the tank and a depth gauge
made for measuring surface profiles. A micrometer type
of depth gauge was found too slow for this work and a
depth gauge reading to an accuracy of 0.01 inches and.
with a rapid friction drive for raising and lowering was
constructed.
Quanti ty measurement was by orifice plate me ter-splaced
in the radial and tangential supply lines. Various
combinations or orifice plate sizes and air-water or water-
mercu~ differential gauges gave a complete coverage of both
high and low supply rates. The measured meter constants
were in agreement with B.S.I08t3'~
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5. Velocity Measurements in the Large Vortex Ta~
In the large vortex tank the velocities to be measured
were generally higher than those in the small tank and the
methods of velocity measurement found satisfactory in the
small tank were used, sometimes in a mOdified form, in the
large tank. In the outer regions of the tank velocity
measurements were again made with a propeller and it was
confi~ed, by observing the path followed by beads of unit
specific gravity that the flow mainly followed horizontal
circular paths at these greater radii. Nearer the core,
for stronger vortices, the velocities were sometimes high
enough for a pitot tube to be used. Close to the core of
the vortex the flow became three dimensional in character
and this variable direction of flow near the core made it
impossible to use a pitot tube in this region; the
photographing of beads was again used.
With this much larger tank it was not possible to use
mirrors as had been possible with the small tank because
the image of the beads would have been too small, the
camera being some 16 feet from the core. Two cameras were
therefore used, one at each window and only 3 feet from the
vortex core. Larger beads were obtained, made of a plastic
somewhat less dense than water, and were brought to the
correct density by drilling holes in them and ballasting
with plastlcene.
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The problem now to be overcome was that of synchronising
the two cameras. It was realised that precise synchronisation
of the shutters was almost impossible and so a method was
devised which depended on approximate synchronisation of
the shutters.
The method depended on using a stroboscope set at a known
flashing rate in conjunction with a smaIl amount of general
illumination. The camera shutters were opened for about
half a second and were known to be synchronised to within
about a -!th of a second. The photographs obtained showed
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a streak for the path of the bead and on this streak were
bright spots, instantaneous photographs of the bead whenever
it was illuminated by the high intensity light of the
stoboscope. Typical examples of these photographs are
given in Figs. 19 and 20. The two photographs were
therefore accurately synchronised by the stroboscope.
Each stroboscope flash gave a bright picture of the bead
on each photograph and from the stroboscope flashing rate
the time interval between any two bead images was determined.
The co-ordinates of corresponding images together with the
time interval between them could be used to determine
velocities in a manner exactly similar to that used for the
small ta~.
It was found necessary to use two synchronised strob-
oscopes, one triggered by the other, in order to obtain
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sufficient intensity of illumination. One stroboscope was
placed alongside each camera. The camera shutters were
synchronised by using cable releases which led to acorrmon
trigger. The synchronisation was adjusted firstly by
listening to the click of the shutters and was checked
by setting the shutter speed of one camera to a l-th of
:10
a second and triggering an electronic flash from the other
camera, a second photograph was taken with the shutters
set at 1/ of a second. If the shutters were synchronised
215
to within =- or ~th of a second a flash photograph was
:10 25
obtained on both cameras. It was found possible to
synchronise consistently within ~th of a second and
:10
sometimes to a ~th.
26
The stroboscope flashing rate was set at 420 flashes
per minute for an exposure time of t second. This
.ensured that at least three, and at most f'our, stroboscope
flashes appeared on every photograph: more flashes would
have been confusing while less would not have sufficied
because some images are hidden behind the vortex core.
It was found that the photographic conditions were very
critical, too much general lighting blotted out the
stroboscopic images while too little general lighting
gave no streak to connect up the stroboscopic images so
that the path of the bead could not be traced. To record
bead images either when the beads were illuminated by the
43
stroboscopes or the genepal lighting only, a very rast
film was required and special development had to be given.
Details of the various films and~velopers used are given
in Appendix 1.
The interpretation of these photographs was exactly
the same as for the small tank except that measurements
were now made of corresponding~roboscope flash images.




1st Viewing Direction 2nd Viewing Direction
SMALL TANK: TYPICAL VELOCITY TRACES
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FIG 10
1st Viewing Direction 2nd Viewing Direction
SMALL TANK: TYPICAL VELOCITY TRACES
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1st Viewing Direction 2nd Viewing Direction
LARGE TANK: TYPICAL VELOCITY TRACES




1st Viewing Direction 2nd Viewing Directi~n
LARGE TANK: TYPICAL VELOCITY TRACES.
Stroboscopic images of beads are seen joined by feint streaks.
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THE RESULTS OF THE FREE SPIRAL VORTEX EXPERIMENTS
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1. Velocity Measurements
In discussing the purposes of the investigation of' the
rree spiral vortex it was shown that a first requirement was
a study of the velocity distribution within the vortex structure.
The design and construction of apparatus suitable ror this
purpose and the velocity measuring techniques to be used have
been described in the previous chapter. The measured
velocities were then used to study the velocity distributions
of several different strengths of'vortex for both the small and
the large sizes of apparatus. Where possible an overlap of
readings by the various methods was obtained to give an
additional check on the accuracy of the methods used.
The measurements of velocity obtained are plotted in
Figs 11 to 18 and 21 to 26. In Figs.ll,13,16,21,23 and 25
representative readings are plotted in the positions in which
they were taken, except that it is assumed that there is axial
symmetr.y; without this assumption it is not possible to plot
the results on a two dimensional diagram. The readings given
in these rigures indicate the general coverage of the
observations throughout the depth of the tank. They show the
two components or velocity measured, the swirl velocity and
the vertical velocity ., the direction upwards or
downwards of the vertical velocity being indicated by an arrow.
8S
It should be pointed out that efforts were made to measure
the third co.ponent, the radial velocity, but this component
was tound to be so s.all in comparison with the other velocities
that it could not be measured.
The swirl Teloci ties trom these same readings are then
plotted against radius, no account being taken ot the depth at
which they were ma4e. From these tigures it is apparent that the
swirl Telocit7 protile is independent of the depth at which it is
taken. In these figures the tull line drawn in has been obtained
by taking a measured value of the Torticity, swirl velocity
multiplied by radius, at a certain radius and then calculating
Telocities at all other radii by assuming that velocity Taries
inversely with radius. This line is theretore the velocity protile
to be expected trom the non-viscous theor,J. For the small tank
this CUrTe has been based on the Telocity measured at a radius ot
tour inche. because this· was considered to be the position
nearest to the centre line ot the Tortex at which reliable
.easurements could b~ aade .ith the propeller aeter. In the
lareer tank .easurements ot tangential velocity were made at a
radius ot sixteen inches, the geometrically similar position in
this tank, and velocity CUrTes assuming constant Torticity were
drawn baaed on the Talues ot Teloo1ty obtained at this station.
The t1gures in which swirl Teloc1ty 1s plotted against radius
show that the sw1rl velOCity protile is, tirstly, independent ot the
depth' at which 1t is taken and, secondly, it approximates Terr
closely to the lines ot constant vortiCity.
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There is a slight divergence of the ideal curve of velocities
and the measured values near the centre of the tank where the
velocity gradient is steep and where the viscous losses must be
Significant. Even in these central regions the deviation from
the ideal free Tort~ velocity distribution is not great. It
would therefore appear that the assumption of velocity :vary1ng~
inve~sely with radius is accurate to within a small distance
from the core surface and even in this region it is still
approximately true.
It will be seen that three strengths of vortex have been
studied for each size of tank. These three vortices are
considered to be representative of a weak, a moderate and a strong
vortex and were chosen because it was thought that different
strengths of vortex might vary in their approximation to the
ideal velocity distribution. This was considered possible
because the shear gradients, and therefore the energr losses,
are higher in a strong vortex than in a weaker vortex: this energy
loss in a strong vortex might also be accentuated by the
comparatively lower flow and there~ore lower rate of supply o~
energy.
HoweYer, the results show that the approximation to the ideal
velOCity distri~utloD 1s aa good ~or the stronger vortices as it
18 tor the weaker ODes and it is therefore concluded that the
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2. The vertical and Radial Velocity Components.
Using beads with specific gravity equal to that of water
it was possible to study not only the tangential velocity
component but also the radial and vertical components. In
Chapter 111 it has been shown how the various velocity components
can be derived from photographic traces of the bead movements,
although the radial component has been omitted because it was
observed that throughout the whole region of flow the radial
velocities were too low to be measured. Radial flow must exist
to satisty the continuity condition, but when the flow is
distributed throughout the tank the radial velocities need only
be a fraction of an inch per second and this is too low to be
measured, especially when comparatively high tangential velocities
are present.
A study of vertical velocities again showed that in the
outer regions of the tanks the vertical velocities were
immeasurably small. Nearer the core, perhap~ within 1t inches
radius in the small tank and 6 inches radius in the large tank,
the Tertical velocities became significant and an interesting
pattern of velocity became apparent. In the surface of the core
itself" the Telocity was always downwards and increased
approximately with the square root of the depth.
.8
At a slightly larger radius the beads were sometimes observed to
move upwards in a helical path; with increasing radius alternate
layers of upward and downward moving fluid were found. Some
representative values obtained at various radii are shown plotted
in Figs. 11,13,16,21,23 and 25 and direction is also indicated.
Unfortunately the beads do not follow the flow perfectly because
of slight variations in their specific gravity from that of the
water and also,because of the velocity gradient ,they must be
sub~ect to slight "lift" forces. It was not therefore possible to
watch a particular bead follow a flow path for any length of time,
but, observing isolated parts of the flow and by considerations
of continuit7, the flow pattern sketched in Fig.27 has been
built up. \The main obseryable radial flow occurred at the surtace,;
and the bottom of the tank: elsewhere little or no flow was
observed radial17. The significance of this observation will be
discussed later.
It is apparent that the regions in which vertical velocities
are signiticant are also regions in which the swirl velocity has
a high gradient. There being, apparently, no appreciable radial
component of velocit7 except near the surface and the bottom
it is reasonable to assume that the vertical flow is supplying
tresh energJ to replace the energy losses caused by the swirl
velocity gradient and its resultant shear stresses. A plot at
vertical velocity components against swirl velocity gradient was
theretore made to investigate a possible correlation.
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The vertical velocities have been shown to occur in
alternate layers of upward and downward flow. Therefore there
will be, over a saall radial distance, a variation from a certain
maximum upwards flow to a certain maximum downwards flow and all
possible intermediate values will also be present. When velocity
readings are made using the bead method only a few of the values
will happen to giTe maximum upward or downward velocity components;
there will be many of the interme4iate values. To draw the graph
of vertical velocities against ahear gradient, only the maximum
Tertical velocities at any giTen radius have been used and they
haTe been plotted against the ideal value of the swirl velocity
shear gradient, ~ giTen by : 2. Because the final outflow is
dr r
downwards the downwards velocities were always found to be higher
than the upwards velocities and therefore two graphs have been
drawn, one ~or the upward and one for the downward vertical
velocities; they are shown in Fig.28. The number of readings
aTailable ~or tbese graphs was Dot sufficient to be conclusive,
but it is significant that readings taken from three different
strengths of vortex show agreeaent when plotted on this basis •
•ore eTidence would be needed to proTe or disproTe this apparent
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3. Experiments to measure Quantity, Depth and Swirl.
Having established that the swirl velocity pattern is
independent of depth and also that swirl velocity tollows the
ideal constant vorticity curve almost perfectly it was possible
to proceed with experiments relating ,quantity, depth, and
swirl.
The tirst series of tests were carried out in the small
tank with an outlet ,orifice of 0.876 inches diameter. It was
considered important to cover the whole range from zero vorticity
to maximum vorticity and trom low depth to maximum depth to
discover whether the behaviour of the vortices tollowed a definite
pattern or whether there was anomalous behaviour under some
conditiona, With three variables, quantity, head and vorticity,
a considerable number ot readings are required to cover the whole -
range adequately. The vorticity can be altered by changing
the ratio of tangential to radial supp17: if all the supply is
radial then the vorticity is zero and it all the supply is
tangential then the vorticity is a maximum. When a given
proportion ot radial and tangential supply has been set and the
tlow quantity therefore determined, conditions will gradually
stabilise until steady values of quantity, depth and swirl are
obtained. It was'found necessary to make about one hundred sets
ot measurements betore Fig.30 could be tully constructed and for
each ot these sets a time of about two hours was required to
obtain steady tlow conditions.
7.
In Fig.30 quantity has been plotted against head and the
value o~ the vortiCity has been written against each experimental
point. When enough pOints were obtained lines o~ equal vorticity
could be sketched in. It will be seen that the upper limit o~ the
vortex region is ~ormed by the line c = 0 and corresponds to an
ori~ice ~reely discharging under a head o~ h. It will also be
seen that there is a lower limit to the region. This lower limit
is set by the maximum vorticity it was ~ound possible to generate
at any given depth; ~or these readings the whole quantity was
supplied tangentially. It is interesting to note that the locus
o~ these points o~ maximum vorticity is a straight line.
This s..e procedure was now repeated ror the large vortex
tank with an oririce four times the diaaeter or that used in the
small tank, naaely 3.504 inches. Fewer readings were taken but
these were carefully distributed so that the whole range o~
quantity, bead and vortiCity was adequately covered.
Tbe re.tinge obtained are shown plotted in Fig.32.
Pia. 33 wa. theD constructed by plotting together soae o~
the results ~ro. both the saall and large Tortex tanks on a nOD-
dimensional basis. Instead o~ Q, H and 0, the parameters used
were Q/g1/2.dS/2 , Hid and C/g1/2.d3/2 ,
where d was the respective outlet diameter. It is seen that there
is approxiaate aareement between the results obtained ~rom the
two sizes o~ apparatus. It is especially interesting to note that
even the maxiaum vorticity that can be generated in the two sizes
.,7
o£ apparatus corresponds. One apparently anomalous result is the
slight divergence of the lines of zero swirl. It was found that
the large vortex tank gave a coefficient of discharge of 0.59
while the small tank gave 0.63, values which are in good
agreement with measurements made by Hamilton Smith, Strickland
and several other investigators. Values interpolated £rom their
results would give a value of 0.592 for the coefficient of
discharge tor the large tank and 0.628 for the small tank.
In the discussion of the dimensional analyeis it has been
pointed out that a plot of HI d against Q"tr2 will reveal the
degree to which Froude or Reynolds Numbers effect the £low.
It has been stated that it readings from two sizes o£ apparatus
are plotted on this basis and it is tound that the corresponding
e /,13/2Talues ot ~~d agree, then it can be concluded that Reynolds
Number does not influence the tlow. The £low is then controlled
by graT1tat1onal torces alone, represented by the Froude Number.
Consideration of the results plotted in Fig.33 show that the
Talues plotted trom the two sets of apparatus are in approximate
agreement; the maximum divergence of values ot e,,~~/2is ot the
order ot 1~. It should be pOinted out that the Reynolds Numbers
corresponding to s1m1lar readings tro. the two tanks differ by 800.%.
so that it is reasonable to conclude that Reynolds Nuaber plays
onl7 a minor part and s1m1lar1ty 1s obta1ned by operating at
s1.1lar Froude Numbers 1n .odel and prototype.
Q
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4.Experiments for non-geometrically similar systems.
Having established the scale relationship between geometrically
similar systems it was then proposed to study whether a similar
scale relationship could be found when a particular
geometrical distortion of one system is made. In the non-
viscous analysis of the free spiral vortex the only dimension
of the apparatus which is introduced is the diameter of the
outlet. This suggests that the outlet diameter is the only
important dimension and that other dimensions of the apparatus
may be varied without altering the relationship between
quantity, depth and swirl. An alternative way of approaching
this is to say that for a given set of apparatus the outlet
diameter may be altered but the results obtained will still
be 1n agreement when plotted on the non-dimensional basis of
~ against ~ for known values of ~a.. •
It this were proved to be correct it would allow geometrical
distortion ot the outlet diameter of a model without
destroying similarity. Thus a model could be designed so
that the velocities in the flow approaching the outlet
represented similarity of Reynolds Number, while by choosing
a suitable size of outlet similar Froude Number could be
obtained at outlet.
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The reason for wishing to operate a model so that there is
similarity of'Reynold's Number in the approaching f'lowwill
be discussed later, but it might be said at this point that
while Froude Number represents similarity once the swirl has
been generated, it will later be shown that certain types
of'vorticity will only arise if'the Reynolds Number is
sufficiently large and is not too f'ar removed from its
value in the prototype.
This theory has been tested by altering the outlet
diameter in the small tank and making a series of readings
of quantity, swirl and depth. These readings were made with
the total quantity supplied tangentially, which is the
condition f'or generating maximum swirl. The outlet diameters
used varied from 0.375 inches to 1.0 inches and the values
obtained are plotted non-dimensionally in Fig.34. It is
quite clear from this plot that the results are not in
agreement and the outlet diameter is not the only significant
dimension. DynamiC similarity cannot therefore be maintained
once the geometry 01' the apparatus has been distorted in
this way.
I~ was noticed, however, that if the non-dimensional
fors for the 8"irl,(td~as retainea and then the quantity ~
Yi
i~l/\diVidedby the outlet diameter, d, was plotted against h,
then the results trom the several different sizes ot outlet
\ i
diameter showed quite good agreement:
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they are plotted in Fig.35. At present no theoretical basis
has been produced for this empirical result. If it can be
substantiated for a wide range of outlet diameters it should
be possible to alter the outlet diameter in the model and yet
~nterpret from the result obtained the corresponding
conditions in the prototype.
5. Comparison ot theoretical and experimental results.
Having shown that there is similarity between the
experimental results tor the two sizes of apparatus, comparison
was then made between the experimental results and the
predictions ot the non-viscous theor,y. The diagrams of
quantity, depth and swirl tound experimentally show some
resemblance to the corresponding diagrams found from the
theor,r: the experimental values for the two tanks are plotted
in Figs. 30 and 32 while the theoretical values are plotted
in Figs. 29 and 31.
Comparison ot the experimental and theoretical results
was .ade by selecting a certain value of the depth ot flow H
and reading off the experimental and theoretical values ot the
quantity tor each value ot the swirl- • The ratio ot
experimental and theoretical quantities gave values ot Cd ,
the coetficient ot di8charge for each value of the swirl. Some
ot the resalts obtaiaed are plotted in Figs. }6 and 37, in
which the coefficient of discharge is plotted against the swirl
••
. ,
for both si.es of apparatus and for constant values of H.
The araphe obt~ined indicate that the coefficient ot discharae
Cd increases at firs~ onl7 slight17 and linear17 with increase
of swirl but at high swirl the increase in Cd becomes non-linear
and is considerable. It will be seen that this non-linear
portion occurs when the s...irl approaches its .aximwa value.
'rhe reuen ~or this incNase in Cd can be seen b7
considering the conditions near the exit to the vortex tank.
When the s.1rl,.C, increases the core diUleter, lbl , also
increas•• but the velocity ot outflow, v , is decreased. The
non-Ti.eous theor" g1Tes
asH
T _ 12aB - (Ii
...J t;e
fterefore at the ex1t to the Tortex taDk an increase in the
and
Talue ot the A1r1 _si produce a greeter tanaential velocit7
peeli_t _4 a correapoD41DBl7 areat.r loss ot aerl7. The true
Tal•• ot the "irl, c, at the uit au.t therefore be so.ewhat
1.8. thaD tBat at a di.taBee tro. the outlet, which ia
the val•• ot th :trl to .alculat. the theoretical
quant1t7. 'file theor.tical C1Uutit7 i8 therefore undereatimated,
8. that the .oe~1c1eBt ot 4is.hara. app.ar. to increa•••
When the •.u.- Tal•• ot tile .. 1.1 18 reached the eneriJ 108.e.
are pre_bloT eo.a14.rable 8. tut the r1.e 1n Cd is
.onea,aAt-cJT ....t.r.
8.
Figs. 36 and 37 show that when Cd is plotted
cagainst S~d~ there is approximate agreement between the
results from the two sizes of apparatus, but the coefficient
of discharge tor the emaIl tank increases slightly more
rapidly than that for the large tank. Therefore agreement
between the non-viscous analysis and the experimental
results can only be obtained by introducing a coefficient
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The swirl is less than the minimum for the
cores to reach the tank outlet.
.1
6.The minimum swirl to produce a vortex core.
While studying the variation of quantity, depth and
swirl to obtain the required values for Figs.30 and 32 it
was noticed that a vortex core existed at ver.y low values of
the swirl even when there were considerable depths of water.
It was also quite conclusively shown that, with all the water
supplied radially so that there was zero swirl, no vortex core
formed at any depth; at very low depth the outlet behaved
as a circular weir, but no vortex was present. When a small
proportion of the flow we. supplied tangentially, a
proportion as small as 7.% of the total supply was sufficient
to produce an extremely thin vortex core. In both sizes
of apparatus this limiting core size appeared to be of the
same order, and .easurements made of core diameter ranged
fro•• 04 to .02 of an inch. Because of the smallness ot
thi8 core exact .eaeurement was difficult but the above
measure.ents indicate the order of size. If the tangential
supply was now decreased eTen slightly the vortex core stopped
short of the tank exit. So.e experiments were made to
determine the Talue of this limiting swirl for several
depths and for both size. of apparatus For the small tank
with a depth ot 18 inche., if the swirl was only 6 ins"/aec
the core did not extend as tar"ae the outlet, but at a depth
:&ot 16 inches a .wirl ot 8.5 ins /eec gave a complete vortex
I.core. At a 1... depth ot 7 inches a awirl of 4.2 ins /eec was
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8urricient to give a core. In the large tank for a depth
~of 56 inches a swirl or 24 ins /sec gave a complete core,
but when this swirl was reduced to 13 inl/sec for the same
depth the core was incomplete. For depths in the two tanks
that are comparable, namely H2 being four times H~ it was
found that the limiting values of the swirl only differei
by a factor of between two and three instead of a factor of
eight for Froude Number similarity.
Various factors were now considered which might control
this limiting core size. One possibility that was considered
is that waves are sometimes formed on the vortex cores,
especially on the large ones, and it was thought that the
breaking of the core might be due to these wave crests
touching. Observation was made of some of the ver"
smallest cores and it was found that no waves were observable
and this theory was thererore discarded. For a small core
it was thought that surface tension forces might be
significant and were probably responsible for the collapse
of the core. To investigate this possibility, a small
~t of detergent waa dropped into the Tortex core when
the swirl was so weak that the core only extended through
part of the depth of the tank. If the core had stopped
short of the tank outlet because of surface tension force,
then the lowering ot surtacetension b1 the detergent
should cause the core to reform: the core did rerorm tor
a brier time and it was thererore concluded that surface
tension was responsible for the core closing.
Since surface tension did appear to be responsible
for the collapse or the core an analysis or this limiting
condition was attempted. Considering an elementary ring
of fluid bounded on its inner side by the free surrace or
the air core, the following conditions can be stated.
Arising rrom the motion of the water in a circular path,
~ = P.rdr r •• (1)
and assuming that there is a free vortex distribution such




Due to surface tension, there is a pressure change..
across the tree surface where
PT 2r = 2T
•
•
A~ large radii the value or p is clearly negligible and
it is only as r becomes small that P is likely to be large
enough to have any effect. It the vortex core is
11
in equilibrium at a core radius r it is possible to study
the stability of the core by considering the effect of a
small change in radius. Suppose that the core radius is
slightly diminished by &r, then due to the free vortex flow
the pressure in the surface will decrease by ~p where
fI.p :: •• (4)
Since this pressure is now lower than that of the air
core, the air pressure will tend to restore the core to its
original radius.
In addition, there is the effect of the surface tension,
and by differentiating equation 3 it will be seen that the
change in pressure arising from sur~ace tension is




and so the core cannot become unstable from the action
4 and 5 when ra.lsvery small the decrease
is much greater than the increase I.,Or
r2
of surface tension forces. However, it is,known from
observation that, because of the very high shear stress near
the vortex core, the free vortex pattern breaks down and w
does not change inversely with the radius.
ea
Suppose that the velocity distribution near the
core is such that w•.zP- = C, a constant.
Then equation 1 becomes:
9Jz. =dr ,.2n ••(6)
Comparing this equation with equation 5 it is apparent
that ir 1 + 2nis less than two, then at very small radii
~ will change more rapidly than ~ so that the core
dr dr
can become unstable and will collapse. The limiting core
radius will be given by,
~dr = ~dr ••(7)
i. e. cp.- 1+2nr
Thererore the limiting value ot the core radius is,
r e (le) ~
Equation 8 will only give solution for r which lies in the
correct region if 1-2\is positive, which i.plies that n is
-,less than a half. Using experimental values to calculate the
•• (8)
value ot n, it r is 0.015 inches, the swirl 8 ins2/sec and the
surface tension 0.176 pdls./ft., the value or n is found to
be 0.49.
.3
From this theory it is therefore possible to calculate
the velocity distribution very CLose to the core of the
·~9limiting vortex and it is found that, approximately, w.r.




A strong vortex, but the core stops










FURTHER ANALYSIS AND EXPERIM5::NTS
1. Restriction of the OUtlet.
In the experiments so far described the water was allowed
to discharge freely under gravity from the tank outlet.
Figo40 is a diagrrunmatic version of the graphs relating
quantity, head and swirl. The outlet to the tank 1s assumed
to be an orifice, so that the total head available is the
depth of water in the tank. If no swirl is present, the
outflow will be represented by the c = 0 line for any
particular depth, a typical example is point A. Similarly
for any given swirl the outflow can be determined from the
known value of the swirl and the depth of water in the tank;
for constant depth and increasing swirl the quantity will
diminish, following the line AB. It will be now assumed that
an outlet tube with the same diameter as the orifice is
fitted. When a vortex core is present the outflow with the
tube fitted will be the same as for the orifice, because,
as the vortex theory has shown, the outlet is a control
section through which the velocity is critical and the
quanti ty a maxdmum, But when no vortex is present the tube
will run full of water, and the effective head will increase,
producing an increase in outlet velocity and quantity.
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Suppose, now, that the ouUlow ror a given depth and
zero swirl is restricted to the value represented by point
D, Fig.40. If a small amount of swirl, less than the value
ct, is now induced, it will be impossible for a vortex core
to form unless either the depth decreases or the quantity
increases, these variations being represented by the dotted
line through D. This variation in depth or quantity could
well be a combined variation of both factors. Therefore,
when the outflow is restricted a considerable swirl may have
to be induced before a vortex core can rorm. If the rlow
is restricted so that point E represents the outflow it will
be impossible to induce sufficient swirl to produce a vortex,
point E being below the line of maximum swirl.
This was checked experimentally in the small apparatus.
The restriction to the outlet was made by fitting a valve
to the end of the outlet tube so that any required amount of
restriction could be obtained. A certain swirl was produced
in the tank by supplying some of the water tangentially and
then the outlet was restricted by closing the valve until the
vortex core wss just prevented from entering the outlet tube.
The values of swirl, depth and quantity were then compared
with the values which would be expected from Fig.30, and
were found to be in agreement. This procedure was repeated
for a number of different depths and swirls. When the
exper~ental values corresponded to a point such as E in
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Fig.40 it proved impossible to generate sufricient swirl
to produce a vortex core in the outlet. The photograph in
Fig.39 shows a strong vortex extending to the outlet, yet
with the restriction of quantity, the vortex core did not
extend into the outlet tube and only a few very small
bubbles of air passed into it.
These results can best be explained by considering the
energy of the outflow. Considering point D again, Fig.40,
if a core is to form for a swirl less than ct the quantity
must increase if the depth in the tank is to remain constant;
alternatively if the quantity is to remain constant the depth
must decrease which implies that the resistance to flow
must decrease. The first of these conditions demands an
increase in the energy of flow while the second condition
requires that less energy be dissipated in the outlet.
For a downwards outlet from a vessel, a critical
velocity of ouUiow for the formation of vortices can now
be determined. If the velocity in the outlet is greater
thanV2.g.H, where H is the depth of water in the vessel,
then any sustained swirl in the region of the outlet will
produce a vortex core. If the outlet velocity is less than
V2.g.H a certain minimum value of swirl must be present
before a vortex core can for.m, and if the velocity is much
less thanV~.g.R the conditions may correspond to a point
such as E and no vortex core can form because swirl of
sufficient strength cannot be generated.
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With a downwards outlet, therefore, two conditions can
be stated for which no vortex cores can form, firstly, when
there is no swirl in the flow approaching the outlet and
secondly, when the outlet velocity is restricted to a value
less than v'2gH and any swirl present is less than c", the
minimum value necessary to produce a vortexo If the
maximum possible swirl is being generated, to prevent a
vortex forming, it may be necessary to restrict the outlet
velocity to about t12SH, but probably, for most conditions
a restr.iction to i v2gH would be suf'ficient. If an outlet
is fitted which tapers slowly f'rom a large diameter to the
final outlet pipe diameter the velocity at outlet will
probably be made less than ~-at the critical section;
an increase in velocity after this section is probably not
detrimental.
2. Vortex Theory.
There are several theorems concerning the potential
vortex in a non-viscous fluid and some of these theorems
have been extended for viscous fluid flow. Lagrange's
theorem states that if a velocity potential exists at one
time in a motion of an invisc1d, incompressible fluid,
subject to conservative extraneous force, it exists at all
past and future times. An alternative and simpler statement
1s that once a motion is irrotational it is always so. This
fundamental theorem ot hydrodynamics has been extended by
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St.Venant to potential vortex flow in a viscous, incompressible
fluid. According to his theorem vorticity cannot be generated
in the interior of a viscous incompressible fluid but is
necessarily diftused inwards from the boundaries. This was
taken one step further by Boussinesq and Duhem who showed
that although vorticity canl:ot be generated within a viscous
incompressible fluid, if already present, it will decay.
These theorems are in agreement with the result$ of the
many experiments made to study the formation of vortices, all
of which indicate that vorticity is induced in the approaching
fluid either by the form of the inlet to the sump or by
vortices shed from sharply curved contours on the boundaries.
Sketches of three types of flow in which swirl is generated
are given in Fig.46, Figo46a showing a general swirl caused
by an asymmetrical inlet while Figs. 46b and c show vortices
being shed trom boundaries.
Some investigators have thought that swirl could arise
from the inside of an outlet, either from secondary flow in
corners and bends or tram spin coming back from a pump. This
implies that vorticity is transmitted back upstream through
the oncoming flow, but this transmission of vorticity within
a tluid is contrary to the theorems already stated, which
show that vorticity cannot be generated within a viscous fluid,
but can only decay. Theretore if vortices are to form at the
exit from a vessel the necessary vorticity must be generated
at the boundaries of the flow before it reaches the outlet.
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For non-viscous flow there are two theorems concerning
vortex tubes which have been shown by experiment to be only
modified slightly by viscous effects. The first theorem
states that no flow crosses a vortex tube, the second that
the circulation has the same value for all closed curves
embracing the vortex tube, and this has the implied coronary
that vortex tubes must either form closed rings or else
begin and end on a boundary of the flow. Applying these
theorems to the experimental results, the free spiral vortex
must begin at the free surface and end at the base of the
tank or at the outlet, thus satisfying the requirements of
the second theorem. The requirement that no flow should
cross a vortex tube implies that there should be no radial
flow, but only vertical flow within a vortex tube. With
viscous flow there must be fresh vorticity to make good
the energy losses and therefore there must be a radial flowo
It is interesting to note from the experimental velocity
measurements that radial velocities were generally not
observable except at the surface and at the base of the tank;
elsewhere there were vertical velocities, both upwards and
dovmwards. It might therefore appear that flow only enters
or leaves a vortex tube at the free surface or, at the base
of the tank or at the outlet. This qualitative agreement
between theory and experiment can only be checked by solving
the Navier-Stokes equations, which was not found possible
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for three dimensional flow. A particular solution was
obtained for two dimensional flow, which lends support
to this idea.
30 A Particular Solution of the Navier-Stokes Equations.
Starting from the complete Navier-Stokes equations in
cylindrical polar coordinates, r, S, z and corresponding
velocity components u, wand v, certain simplifying
assumptions were made until it was possible to obtain a
particular solutiono The Navier-Stokes equations in
cylindrical polar form are:
) = - ~ ~ (p + prr)
+?~-?)
+ u£l!r+ W ow + ow + u,way; r m; vaz r
n is the force potential.
The continuity equation is
o (u. r. ) ow EN 0
r. or + rae + oZ =
It was assumed that the flow was steady and therefore
independent of timeo Also it was assumed that the flow was
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axially symmetrical and therefore independent of eo Lastly,
it was found necessary to assmae the flow to be confined to
the r,e plane so that the vertical velocities, v, are every-
where zero. The flow therefore consists of an axially
synnnetrical flow with velocity components u, radially and w,




P \. ar :2) •• (1)
~)
-,(u ~ + 'iJ2 W \P or = J.l.\ w - r2)
'iJ2 a2 1 a= ar2 + r are
•• ( 2)
The continuity equation becomes
E..Cur)
r8r = o. •• (3)
Eqn.(3) gives ur = constant = K and Eqn.(2) then becomes
an equation in w and r which can be solved. Substituting for
u in Eqn.(2):-
It is worth noting here if J.l. is made zero the resulting
equation is independent of'K and gives
aw !f. = 0err + r •• (5)
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Eqn. (5) gives the solution that w.r. is constant and shows
that the vortex flow is independent of the radial flow, and
similarly the vertical flow, for a non-viscous fluid.
To return to the viscous solution, re-arranging terms,
•• (6)
Frobenius' method of solution will now be used and it
will be assumed that.
w = rC (ao + a1r + a2r2+ •••) •• (7)
Differentiating:
~; = aocrC-1+ a1(c + l)rc + a2(c + 2)rC+1+ ••••• (8)
~;: = aoc(c - 1)rc-2+a1(c + 1)crc-1+ ••• .0(9)
Substituting in Eqn.(6) and equating successive powers of r
c-ato zero, for r :
v - K ( v + K)aoc(c - 1)+( v ) aoc - -y-- ao = 0
i.e.[c - (1 + ~)J[c + 1] = 0 ••(10)
!his indicial e:'iuL.~tiongives, if ao ~ 0, that c = -lor
1 + K
v •
Similar comparison of coefficients shows that a1, aa etc.
are all zero. The particular solution obtained is, therefore:
•• (11)
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Two boundary conditions would be needed to obtain values
for the non-zero constants a and b, This result can, however,
be discussed in general terms. It has been shown in Eqn.(5)
that when ~ is zero the solution obtained is w = br-l when
b is a constant. Therefore in the solution obtained when ~
is not equal to zero the expression arl~~ K represents the .."
distortion of the velocity profile by the viscous shear
forces. Experiment has shown that w.r is approximately
constant and certain implications can therefore be drawn
from the equation for w, Eqn, (11).
Considering Eqn.(ll), if K 1s positive, the radial
Kvelocity is outwards and I + y is positive and greater than
one. Eqn.(ll) shows that the resulting equation for w will
be far removed from the non-viscous solution. Alternatively,
if K is negative and large compared with v, implying a
moderate inwards radial velocity, then I + ~ becomes negative
and large. At small radii the distortion of the swirl
velocity profile will again be considerable. Lastly, if K
is negative and has a value approximately equal to that of
Kv , 1+ y tends to zero and the equation for w becomes:
bw=a+;,
which could well be a close approximation to the ideal vortex
velocity distribution. This particular solution does not
prove that radial velocities have a certain value, but it
does show that near agreement with the ideal velocity
distribution is possible when the radial velocity is extremely
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small and directed inwards. This result may give support
to the observed lack or radial rlow except near the surface
and outlet.
4. The Solution of Axially Symmetric Flow by Relaxation Analysis
Experiment has shown that the velocity distribution and
the free surface differ only slightly from those to be
expected by the non-viscous theory. Despite this approximate
agreement, the quantity measured at a higher value of swirl
differs considerably from the non-viscous value, as can be
seen from the non-linear portion of Figs. 36 and 370 It has
already been suggested that this lack of agreement is caused
by the high shear stresses near the outlet and the consequent
losses. If this is so there should be a measurable dirference
between the ideal free surrace and the measured free surface
at the outlet to the tank. The only analysis at present
available for calculating the ideal free surface profile is
a relaxation method; this method was used and was compared
with measurements made photographically at the outlet to
the tank.
Consider a set of cylindrical coordinates r, 9 and z,
such that 0 is directed downwards and u, wand v are thez
velocity components in these three directions: u is then
the radial velocity, w the tangential velocity and v the
vertical velocity. For an ideal, non-viscous flow which
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has complete axial symmetry about Oz, then a stream
ftmction 'iT and a potential :function ~ must exist such
that:
u = I ~r az •• (1)
1v = -r Har •• ( 2)
The tangential velocity distribution w must also be
symmetrical about the OZ axis 50 thG.t at a given r-adius the
veloci ty w must be constant. Such a flow pa t ter-n, if it
is also to be irrotationnl, must be a lJotential vortex so
that w.r. is const ent , 'l'11etoto.l flow pattern is then
irrotational an<l can be described by a rotential fUnction
¢ and stream function \If.
Lord Rayleigh showecl that the irrotatlonbl motion in
the r,z plane is unaltered by a potential vortex motion,
VI. I' aqua Ls a constant. This result was first used by
Binnie and Davidson for a relaxation analysis of the free
spiral vortex. Although the flow is not directly affected,
theEernoulli equation for the free surface is modified and
this must be allowed for when determining the free surface.
Taking the free water surface at a large radius as the
datum level for z~ernoullits equation for the free surface
becomes:
- Z = 0 •• (3)
In addi tion there are two more bound ary condi tions,
firstly, , is constant on a boundary and, secondly, t,he
tOI
veloci ty on 8. bcundr-r-ywhich is a free surface can be
found because the pressure is constant and is known ,
Therefore the free boundc ry veloe i ty is \/25Z and
I M
r av = \/2gz ..(~)
where v d.enotes a di r-ectdon n or-meI to the free 'boundar-y ,
For a flow wi th axial syrnmet r-y the continui ty equ atf.on
is,
,:;). 1 a III a :a 0/£:£ - - ~ + - 0or2 r dr az2-
EQuations(4)and(5)can be replaced by finite difference
•• (5)
equ::l.tionsderived from a square mesh net of side "a". In
finite difference form, see Fig.4l,
280 El :: o/J. - W3Ctr
/ E:.i\2(~ + 1jr 1"\-'" 2+1j.r 3 +'lI4:-41Jt 08 Qr2 OZ2) ::
So that Egn.(5) becomes
•• (6)
and the relaxation pattern is as shown in Fig.4l.
On a free surface there are usually unecu al, stars, but
only either one or two of the limbs of a star are shortena.do
The equation for one of these boundary points, such as that




11"i -c-~J - VOl ~ + 2 + (I-E;) r;- J
~ 1+ rv L..J; 11
•• (7)
Before starting the r-eLaxc t ion anaIy afe a posi tion for
the free surface had to be assumed. '1'heassumed boundary was
tha t of the free cylindrical vortex,
ca
z=~ 2gr ... (8)
After the first relaxation has been carried out the
position of the free surface can be checked from ~qn.( 3),
the value of (U2+V2) being calculated :from the :finite
di:fference relationship, Fig.42b,
1
(u" + V2)~. sine = ...1... [l~E;;ar t:.A we 'J
If the boundary condition, Eqn , (3), is not satisfied,
the free surfnce has to be ad3usted. Binnie and Davidson
have suggested a method for determining the amount of shift
required, although the direction of the required shift can be
seen by inspection.
The argument is as follows:-
The surface has been chosen so that w2 = 2gz
It 1s found that when q becomes significant
qa + w2 ~ 2gz.
•• (10)
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The value of VI must therefore be changed 'by 'Ow, so that
q2+ (w + ow) 2 = 22gz = w.
Therefore Ow A~- 2w
Also Sw = r
Therefore Ow SOr = _-r2
Hence 6r = _g_:_ •• (11)r 2W2
It wae found that the value of Or given by this
expression was invariably too large so that successive
corrections oscillated about the true value. By taking
half its valuewch time the tEue value was approached more
quickly. Once the boundary has been corrected the relaxation
process is repeated, the effect of the corrections being
restricted to only a portion of the network.
The region of the flow near the outlet was now
divided into a finer mesh of iinch squares, values being
interpolated from those found with the one inch squares.
The relaxation process was then continued for this finer
mesh until the residuals had been reduced to acceptable
values. To check that the boundary values used for this
finer meshwork were reasonably correct the mesh was then
extended out to the next set of 1 inch squares and again
relaxed and if the first boundary values remained unaltered,
or almost so, then it was known that the fine mesh values
for , were correct. Successively finer meshes can be
obtained in this manner and the detailed behaviour in
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the high velocity region of the outlet can be studied.
This method was used to calculate the surface profile for
a given value of the swirl and depth of flow. Finer meshes
were used in the vicinity of the outlet to obtain the value
of the core size at outlet. These non-viscous results were
compared with values measured for a similar strength of
vortex and the results obtained are shown in Figs.44 and
45. Photographs of the experimental core profile are given
in Fig.43. Fig.44 shows good agreement between the
calculated surface profile and the measured surface profile,
but Fig.45 reveals that, near the outlet, the measured
and calculated profiles do not agree. Although the
disagreement is not large, it is very important at the
outlet section, for it can be seen that the measured outlet
flow area 1s some 30% greater than calculated. This
discrepancy 1s sufficient to account for the increased
difference between the measured and the calculated outflows
when the swirl is a maximum. It is presumed that the
alteration in surface profile is caused by high viscous



























a) RELAXATION PATTERN FOR FREE BOUNDARY STAR.
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FIG 43
CORE PROFILE: C = 44INS.2/SEC•
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AIR ENTRAINMENT WHENWATER PASSES UPWARDS INTO A VERTICAL
INTAKE PIPE.
1. Generation ot Swirl.
A preliminary study was made using a model pump sump
approximately square in plan with an asymmetrical inlet in one
side, as shown in Fig.46a. A vertical suction tube was placed
centrally in the sump with ~phon action substituted for a
I
pump. These excessively bad conditions produced swirl in the
sump and a study was made o~ the velocity and submergence
requirements at the intake necessary tor vortices to torm.
It was round that there are two di~terent types o~ behaviour:
at low water depths the water in the sump rormed a swirl which
was concentric with the suction tube producing a steady draw
down of the surface symmetrically around the outlet; at greater
water depths this general circulation ceased and was replaced
by intermittent air entraining vortices which formed near the
suction tube. These conditions are shown diagrammatically in
Fig.46 where sketch (a) represents the general swirl pattern
and sketches (b) and (c) represent two patterns ot
intermittent vortices.
There are there~ore two tundamentally difrerent processes
by which air entraining vortices are formed. The first of these
conditions occurs when the inlet to the sump is asymmetrical,
so that a general swirl is induced in the flow in the sump.
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This condition is steady with time and can therefore give rise
to a steady air entraining vortex. The second condition in which
vortices are shed fro. discontinuities at the boundaries of the
flow approaching the outlet can never be steady and the vortices
formed will only be transient. A study of these two types of
vortex formation was therefore made for the condition when the
outlet leads vertically upwards from the flow.
2. The Swirl Concentric with the Suct~on Type.
The necessary conditions for a steady free spiral vortex
to occur are illustrated by the work already carried out in the
a.all and larse vortex tanks. A steady free spiral vortex depends
on a constant and symmetrical supply ot fluid with vortiCity ~Q.,
tro. its surroundings and also a constant removal of tluid trom
its centre. These tindings are supported by the theorems ot
Boussineaq and St. Venant quoted in the previous chapter;
St. Venant!s statement implies that vortiCity must arise trom the
boundaries while Boussinesq'a extension indicates that this vorticit~
will decay and must theretore be removed at the centre. When a
tree spiral Tortex forms in a fluid with a horizontal free surface
there must be not onl7 axial symmetr,y, but also the central axis
.ust be vertical, perpendicular to the free surtace. This is so
because a rise in kinetic energy is accompanied by a corresponding
tall in tree surtace level. Because the velocity distribution is
symmetrical about the centre line, the tall in free surtace level
tta
must also be spmmetrical about this centre line and it
therefore follows that the axis of the vortex must be vertical.
Fluid is removed from the centre of a steady vortex so that
the vertical axis o~ the vortex must coincide with the centre line
of the outlet. When the outlet tube leads vertically upwards the
position of the vortea core is occupied by the exit tube itself
and the conditions for the formation of a steady vortex entraining
air are now fundamentally different from the requirements when the
exit tube is vertically downwards.
Fig.49 illustrates this condition and shows that if a steady vortex
is going to be air entraining, the vorticity must be sufficiently
.s>: -'
strong to draw down the free sur~ace until the width of the core at
the intake leTel of the exit tube is equal to the outside diameter
ot the tube.
If the swirl reaches the very high value required by this
condition there will be a sudden change from water flow to air
entrainaent, perhaps resulting in a loss ot puap suction or at
least considerable fluctuation in the water flow into the exit
pipe. The approximate Talue ot the swirl necessary to draw the
surface down to this critical level can be calculated from the
cylindrical Tortex theor,r, which giTes that
et" = r.~2.g.H
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This theor,y makes no allowance for other velocities apart
fro. the swirl velocity w, the velocity co.ponents u and v may be
small at pOints remote from the pipe exit but near the exit these
velocities will generally become considerable. Therefore in the
vicinity of the intake, when conditions are approaching the
critical, the free surface profile will be modified by the intake
velocities.
The only analysis that can be applied to this problem is a
relaxation analysis and such a relaxation analysis using one set
of experimental. readings was undertaken. Fig.49 shows the free
surface that can be calculated tro. cylindrical vortex theor" and
Fig.48 shows the modificationa to this surface calculated by the
relaxation analyais; the streamlines given by this analysis are
also sketched in. The tree surface is only modified ver,y close to
the outlet. The relaxation analysis was carried out tor several
strength. ot Tortex each ot Which gave free surtace protiles
ending at various distances down the suction tube. The analysis
indicated the influence of the vertical and radial components of
velocity near the outlet and showed how they modified the
cylindrical tre. vortex protile.
The surtace protile waa .odified only slightly unless the
tree cylindrical profile was within about half an inch of the
bottom of the auction tube. For the critical value of the swirl
tound by thia method the corresponding tree cylindrical Tortex
lal
profile was within i inch of the bottom of the tube; in
this region the additional velocities near the outlet were
sufficient to draw the surface profile down to the bottom
of the tube.
For the critical condition when the free surface is
drawn down to the bottom of the tube the pressure in the
entrance to the outlet tube must be equal to atmospheric
pressure. Therefore, for this critical condition Bernoulli's
equation will give the value of the vertical velocity in the
outlet tube if it is assumed that the vertical velocity is
uniform across the outlet. Applying BernOUlli's equation
at the outer tube radius at the outlet section and also at
a large radius where the total energy is H,
12 ca
~ + 2i'rlJ
The quantity :flowing is v. A where A is the internal
H =
area o:fthe outlet tube.
Q :: A Jg! -~:
Experiments ••re ..de to determine this critical value
•
• •
so that it could be compared w1th the relaxation analysis
and the aboTe theo17.
taa
3. UpJard tlol in a central outlet tube.
The small vortex tank was modified for this series of tests
by blocking the bottom outlet and installing a vertical, perspex
suction pipe connected to a rubber hose to act as a syphon.
The perspex tube Jas 18 inches long, 0.75 inches internal bore
and 1.0 inch external diameter. The perspex tube was mounted
so that its submergence could be adjusted by sliding it in a
vertical sleeve and its position relative to the vertical centre
line of the tank could also be changed. The necessary intake
velocity was obtained by changing the operating head of the syphon.
In the first series ot tests the outlet axis Jas,made
coincident Jith the tank centre line and the total inflow Jas
8upplied through the tangential inlets so that maximum swirl was
generated. The syphon Jas set to give a velocity greater than
and submergence and tlow rate were adjusted until the
required surtace protile Jas obtained. Atter several tests
near-critical cond1tions Jere obtained. Typical results of these
teata are shown plotted ,in Fig.49 and comparison 1s made with the
si.ple theor.y. Fig. 48 .hows the results of the ~elaxation
coaputation ~or a cond1t1on atailar to Fig.49. Details ot thia
analysi. are siven in Chapter V. For this test the measured
quantity o~ out:tloJ Ja8 23.1 cU.1ns/sec. while the calculated
.alue tor the theor,r given is 28.2 cu. ins/sec using the non-
Vi8COU8 value ot the .wirl and 26to cu. ins/sec. using the
.ea8ured value ot the swirl.
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Both the .easured surface prorile and the measured swirl
indicate that energy 10SS8S are not negligible, yet there is
still approximate agreement between the practical results,
the simple theor,y and the relaxation analysis.
Two interesting phenomena were observed during these
experiments, firstly a small core was seen to form between the
bottom of the tank and into the exit pipe. This core was
concentric with the axis ot the vortex and was nowhere connected
to the free Burtace; it is visible in the photograph in Fig.47.
Presumably the presaure of this core must be equal to the vapour
pres.ure of the water or slightly higher it there is much
dis801ved air pre.ent in the water. Thia core therefore has no
connection with air entrainment and results fro. the ver.y high
tree vortex velocities near the pipe axis. The second phenomenon
appeared ~er an experiment had been running for perhaps 10 or 15
minute. wheD the undisturbed .ater surtace began to oscillate;
it waa DOt a wave motioD OSCillation, the surface remained flat
and bee ..e tilted about an axis through the centre of the tank.
The axis ot tilt moved steadily around the tank giving the
appearance ot a surface oscillation. At the saae time the vorte~
core beeaa. a-.yaaetrical and a Bubsidiar" core tormed down one
side ot the exit tube. This 8ubsidiar" core rotated around the
exit tube in phase with the surtac. OSCillation, photographs ot
which are shown in Figs. 50 and 51. When this instability had
built up, the subsldiar,r core entrained air into the outlet.
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In the beginning of the exit pipe there were now two cores
which rotated around each other as predicted by vortex
theory for two vortices of similar sign. This intertwining
of the two cores can be seen in the photograph in Fig. 51.
The core of this subsidiary vortex is not vertical but this
does not contradict the theory, for the required pressure-
·velocity distribution is maintained by the tilting of the
water sur~ace.
Whether this instability can build up and a subsidiary
core ~orm in the less steady and less symmetrical conditions
of a pump sump is doubtful, for even in the controlled
conditions of the small vortex tank it was some 10 or 15
minutes be~ore the subsidiary core was established.
4. Experi'ents with Outl~t Tube Off-Centre.
The syphon setting and inlet quantity were now kept
.constant but the outlet tube was moved I inch off-centre.
With this slight eccentricity, (the ratio of tank radius
to eccentricity being 11 to 1), the main vortex remained
approxi.ately central and a strong intermittent vortex formed.
~ter 2 minutes this Tortex entrained sufficient air to break
the syphon. The intermittent vortex formed is shown in Fig.52.
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The eccentricity of the syphon was now increased to
2 inches and now only a slight main vortex formed. The
operating head for the syphon was therefore greater and the
water level was soon sucked down until syphon action ceased.
Eccentricities of 3 inches and greater were now used
but for these higher eccentricities there was no trace of a
Tortex despite the very strong swirl present in the tank.
The water level was drawn down to zero in each test without
a vortex core forming. This evidence shows the need for
alaost complete symmetry if a steady vortex is to form.
When the intake was in the outer part of the tank it was
effectively in a strong uniform flow. The fact that no core,
even of a transient nature, forms under this condition can
be very useful. Several papers on prevention of air-
entrainment have stated that velocities ot approach to an
outlet must be kept as low as possible, but the present
result indicates that the opposite may well be true. The
results show that it is advantageous to operate an intake
in a strong, almost uniform flow; under this condition
no core will torm.
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5.Trapsient Air-entraining Vortices.
The rormation or a transient air entraining Tortex was studied
and some or the necessary conditions were determined. It has
previously been shown that for a steady vortex to rorm the centre
line of the vortex must be vertical and concentric with that or
the outlet and in the preTious section it has been shown that for
such a vortex to be air-entraining the swirl must be very high.
Suppose that a vortex is shed trom part of the boundary enclosing
the tlow approaching the outlet. This vortex will be carried
towards the outlet and will at the same time be decaying. The
axi8 ot this vortex must be vertical and it must begin and end
on boundaries, the rree surtace and the tank bottom. It this
vortex reaches the neighbourhood of the outlet before it decays,
its lower end can now terminate in the outlet so that the
decayed vorticity fro. its centre is removed. The removal of fluid
tro. its centre creates a necessary condition for formation or •
vortex-core in a viscous fluid, but the supply of vorticity is
limited to the aaount of the original Torticity that still remains.
The core which toras will thererore only last while it still has
residual vortiCity.
The outlet tube itself attempts to draw water symmetrically
trom all side8; when water is supplied from one side of the sump
there is necessarily a tlow past the outlet to provide the
necessar" supp17 to the tar side or the sump. One important
obserTatioD waa aa4e, naaely that the flow past the outlet
12'
causes vortices to be shed trom the outlet itselt and these
vortices being in the immediate vicinity of the outlet cause
air-entrainment. This particular cause ot air-entrainment
can be prevented by placing the outlet near the back wall
of the sump so that it draws water obly trom the direction
ot supply. It was also observed that when the outlet is
situated in a strong unitorm tlow the vortices shed trom it
are removed betore they can develop into air-entraining
yortices. Therefore there are two methods by which transient
air-entrainment may be prevented. The first method is by
using very low approach velocities and smooth boundaries
so that no strong Tortices are formed, special care being
taken to preyent shedding of vortices trom the outside of
the outlet pipe by siting it near a boundary. The second
method is to site the intake in a strong unitorm flow 80
that no vortex i8 near the outlet tor sufficient time tor





a) ASYMMETRICAL INLET INDUCING A GENERAL
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CHAPrER YJ.l
CONDITIONS IN THE OUTLET TUBE
The investigation has so far been concerned with
conditions in the vortex tank, prior to the water entering
the outlet. Attention was now turned to the flow conditions
in the outlet pipe. Two outlet pipe arrangements have
been studied, an outlet vertically downwards from the base
of the tank and an outlet vertically upwards, drawing water
from the tank. It has been shown that the formation of
air entraining vortices under these two conditions can be
fundamentally different" and so the conditions in these two
outlets will be considered separately.
Several questions arise concerning the history of
the air-core and the swirling flow in the outlet tube.
Does the air-core persist or does the air become dispersed
in the fo~ of air bubbles? How quickly does the swirl die
away and what influence do bends in the pipeline have? To
answer these questions the experiments described in this
chapter were aade.
1. Outlet tube rettically dOwnwards.
The apparatus used for these tests is shown
diagrammatiCally in Fig.54. A cylindrical tank with
tangentlallnlets for inducing the required swirl
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was supported about 6 feet above the laboratory floor.
From the centre of this tank was a 4 foot long perspex tube
of 1* inches bore which led vertically downwards and was in
turn connected to a right angled bend and horizontal straight
also of 1* inches bore. At the end of this horizontal tube
was a control valve and a measuring tank.
In the first experiments the control valve at outlet
was left tully open and a free spiral vo~ex was produced in
the top tank. The flow at the outlet to the tank therefore
had an air core of radius "bItand was travelling at the
critical velocity for the amount of swirl present. In
travelling down the vertical outlet tube the flow accelerated
and stayed in contact with the tube wall so that the air
core increased in size. The flow therefore consisted of an
annular film ot water with both swirl and vertical velocities.
This flow persisted down the vertical tube but was completely
altered on turning the bend and entering the horizontal tube,
when the swirl was destroyed and the horizontal tube ran
part tull with the major portion tilled by air. Readings of
vertical and swirl velocities and film thicknesses were
made in the vertical portion of the outlet to determine
the effect of viscous retardation on the flow:
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details of these readings are given later.
Partly closing the valve at outlet produced a hydraulic
jump first in the horizontal tube and later in the vertical
tube. In the horizontal tube the jump occurred according to
the standard analYSiS18 tor such a jump: air was still carried
through in the form of large bubbles at the top of the tube.
Bo previous reterence has been found to the type ot hydraulic
jump which occurred in the vertical tube; this jump has
theretore been examined in detail and an analysis has been
developed. Because the jump is a transition trom a thin annular
fila ot water around the peripher,r of the tube to the condition
with the pipe running tull, it will be reterred to as the
annular hydraulic jump.
It should be noted that the annular hydraulic jump can be
produced without the presence ot swirling tlow. The essential
upstreaa condition is that there should be an annulus ot water
aOTing Terticalll down a pipe and this condition can be
produced when the entrance to the vertical pipe acts as a
circular weir: a bellmouth entrance could produce this tlow
condition most efficiently.
A photosraph ot a typical annular nydraulic ~uap is given
in Fig. 59 It will be seen that there is an almost
instantaneous .haDge froll annular tlow to pipe-tull tlow; it
will also be seen that there is a tongue ot ver,y turbulent water
standing OD the transition and within the oncoming annular tlow.
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This highly turbulent tongue entrains a quantity of air which
is then carried downstream in the form of bubbles. When the
jump occurs there 1s a decrease in momentum which results in an
increase in static pressure downstream of the jump; it is this
increased downstream pressure which projects the tongue of fluid
upwards fro. the juap.
2. TheQretical Analysis.
An ana17sis will now be developed based on momentum


















radius of air core.
gravitional acceleration.
tongue height.
dOWDstream air blockage factor.
pressure (above atmospheric).
Toluae flow per second.
non-specific radius.
vortex strength, ••r.
thickness of fluid film, a-b.
average vertical velocit7.
••irl velocit1'
flow angle measured clockwise trom vertical.
angular velocit7 downstream ot jump •
aboTe juap.
below juap.
Fig.55 is a diagrammatic representation of the annular
hydraulic jump, while Figs. 56 and 59 are photographs of the
jump. Consider the vertical momentum and angular momentum
separately.
Vertically, there is a pressure Pa immediately below the
jump. The pressure above the jump will be atmospheric at
radius tb' and PLat radius 'a' arising from the centripetal
coaponent. As a tirst approximation Pi will be neglected in
comparison with the downstream pressure p&.
By continUity,
Q = ~.(aa - b2).v •• (1)
1.
where a and b are tube and air-core radii respectively and ~ is
the average upstream vertical velocity.
The air bubbles downstream cause a certain decrease in flow
area, so that, it (1 - k) i8 the fraction ot the tube blocked





ConsideriDs chanae of vertical momentum and the downstreaa
presaure produced
p .1T.a8 = P.Q.(v - v )a 1. 8
Substituting fro. equation 3 tor v"
p~ = 1T.~a.g.V8 L(a _ ~)(: + b) - 1J
Bli.inating vt tro. equation (2),
~ _ Q2.(b2_ as+ k.sS)





It there is no air blockage k equals unity and equation (6)
reduces to,
P2 _
P.g - 1T~ a4 • g. (a - b)( a + b)
Boundar.y layers and other viscous effects make it
i.possible to write down exact expressions tor swirling
velocities upstream and downstream of the jump. For ideal,
non-viscous flow both the upstream and downstream distribution
would be that ot a potential vortex in which velocity is inversely
proportional to radius. Measurements ot velocities upstream
and downstream of the juap are given in Figs. 57 and 58 and it
will be seen that the assuaption of potential vortex distribution
upstream ot the juap is not unreasonable.
Downstream a potential vort~ would produce ver" high
sheara near the central region of the tube and it can be seen
that the aeasure! distribution approxiaates more nearly to that
ot·a toreed Tortex 1n wh1ch velocity 1s proportional to radius.
Assuaing a tree Tortex distribution upstream and a tore~
vortex distribution dOWDstream, the cODseryation ot angular
aoaentua gives the tollowing relationship between upstream and
do.. stre ... wirl velocities.







Also de w Sdt = r = r3 because w.r. = S, a constant,










Therefore angular momentum upstreaa •
•
D01matreu ~~ = : = .Q , a constant ~or a ~orced vortex
distribution.
a
Tberet'ore angalar ao.entua downstrea.. J 2'lT.r. or. v 2. p. ria•n • (11 )
::I 0 rr •P •v •a'" •n •• (12)22
PuttiDS equatio_s 10 and 12 equal,
vj..S.(a2_ b2) •• (13)
Bl1ainatina Vi aDd Va. fro. equation (3),
s = n, a1
~
•• (14)
,Por a aivea upat,re.. veloc1t7 d1str1bu1l10n equation 14 allow.
the corr.spo_dinS 4OWD_treaa velocit7 distribution to be
calewateet. The valu.s obtained trom equation 14 a:re plotted in
Fil.51 with the .easured dOWD.treaa v.loc1t7 distributions.
3. PrUnr. at iA. BIU ot iho TODgue.
Th. ~irat .xperimenta eOOD made it clear that the
preaaare required to produce the D,ceeear" mo.entum chanee waa
greater than Gould be developed b7 • atatic column of water o~
the heieht ot the tongue. The water circulation 'within tho
tODIU' waa theretore .tudi.d.
Becaue, o~ the conaiderable unsteadiness, turbulence and
aeration within the tODSU' it wa. nottound possible to aake
~ v.100it7 ••a.....ent., but the cen.ral ~irculation waa
.tu1 .. 'bJ' 1a~•• t1Jl. 41' 1J1toTarious part. ot the tongue with
a lJ7p04.raic _"Plap.
1••
By 1nject1ng 1ntera1ttently the path of the dye could be
followed and the picture ot the circulation built up by this
.ethod 1s shown in F1g.55. At the base ot the tongue it was
d1fficult to see how the water circulated because there appears
to be a crossing ot streamlines. It was then real1sed that the
tongue could be considered as a separate circulation balanced
on the ~uap, the water at the centre of the tongue be1ng torced
upwarda by the pressure p. w1th a max1mum velocity suff1cient
tor it to reach the top of the tongue, namely J28.h where h ia
the heiabt ot the tongue. After reaching the top of the tongue
the water then talls back treely down the outside ot the tongue
and again attains a Teloci ty ot J2.g.h when 1t reaches the
bottoa. It 1s then tumed through 1800 and trayels up the centre
ot the tonpe apin.. The state can be analysed as tollows :
Let the area ot base ot tongae = A
Qaant1t7 travelling upwards aust equal quant1ty
return1ng do.nNs. Theretore at base, tlow area. A/2 and
Talocity, u .Jli,A.. So that Q • 4-J'2ih ·
!he tonsue is considered to be a ~et with a tree surtace
ao that tts iatemal pressure 1s eTe!71Jhere sero. Theretore at
the ba•• tile pres ..re p& produce. the neceesa17 momentum change
tro. ,../ii,h dowawar48 to the _e Talue upwards, and this
' ..... re,-.et.·OTer the area A.
ft ..~re p& .A. Qp(uJ. - ut.)
11I.... i1'htiBg tor Q,u 1 aDd 11",
P2.. 2psh.
14a
The baae pressure PI' is therefore twice the pressure
that would be developed by a static coluan o£ water o£ height h.
There are two factors which have not been allowed tor in
the above analysis. Firstly not all the water rises to height h
and so not all the water has a velocity of ~ at the baBe ot
the tongue. Secondly as water movea up or down in the tongue
viscous ahearing and turbulence will destroy kinetic energy.
Whichever ot theae et£ecta is greater will determine whether p~ is
lea8 than or greater than'2pah.
4. :Speri.eptal.Ob"ryationa.
Por the preaent series or tests the strength ot the
vortex aDd the depth at water in the upper tank were kept constant.
The tlow at outlet trom such a tank is in the critical tlow
condition and the entr,rto the perapex tube acts a8 a control
aection. Theretor., provided the annular hydraulic jUiP occurs
below the pipe entr,r,the outtlow tro. the Tortex tank will be
co.atant. In these testa the depth ot wat.r in the vortex tank
at a ra4iu. ot 4 inches ..a 18.5 inchee, the swirl velocity at
this radius was 11.9 iachea per Becond and theB' conditions sav.
a tlow quaatit7 at 41.6 cubic inch.a per"s.cond.
ID each teat the throttling valve at outlet wae ad3uated
until • ~UIp Occurred iD th. required positions. Four positions
ot the ~1UI1» were chosen ad pllotogrrlt. were taken uaing a aquare,
.ater-t111ecl "'pez bo~ to reaov. di.tortion. 'longu. height and
1.'
bubble to~ation were determined troll theae photographs. The
thickness ot the water tila upstream of the juap could not be
measured with sutficient accuracy trom these photographs because
a change in thickness of 0.01" might represent a velocity
change ot 1 tt. per second or aore, so that the tongue heights
calculated tram these film thicknesses were not reliable. It
was theretore decided to aeasure the upstre .. velocity
distribution and then to use this velocity distribution and the
meaaured tlow quantity to calculate the average upstream tilm
thickness. Bither the upstre .. velocities or the film
thicknesses CaD be used to calculate the tongue heights.
Because the flow haa both axial and tangential velocity
coaponenta it ia not possible to uae a pitot tube unlea8 tlow
direction i8 tirst determined. VeloCity measurements were
therefore aad. using a cylinder 0.125 inches in diaaeter with
a _all hole 0.040 inches diueter tor measuring pres8ure in a
g1ven direction. By plotting pressures in difterent directions
this cylinder could be used aa a yaw meter, giving both direction
and maanitude ot the vslocity. Calibrat10n ot this cylinder
in a flow ot kDowa direction indicated it was accurate to about
±. 10. Upstreo ot the ~uap atatic pres8ure was :found to be
.quai to at.ospheric pressure and theretore the dynaa1c pressure
could be detel'lli~e4directly. Downstream of the juap the vortex
s'tracture eau... static presBurea in the tlow to be lower than
the .all-8tatic presaure.
14.
To overcome the difficulty of aeasuring the true static pressures
within the flow the cylinder was used as a double pitotj pressure
readings were taken both upstream and downstream in the direction
of flow. The total difference in pressure determined in this way
will giTe the velocity if the Reynolds Number of the flow is
known approximately.
From the magnitudes and directions of the velocities
measured, the distributions of upstream and downstream axial and
tangential velocities were deier.ined. Values of the upstream
axial velocities were then used to calculate tongue heights tor
various air blockage factors and these values were compared with
those obtained experiaentally; they are shown plotted in Fig.60.
Also the upstream tangential velocities were used to calculate
the downstream velocity distribution and, again, comparison was
aa4e w1th the aeasured values, these being plotted 1n Fig.58.
The air blockage could not be deterained tro. the velocity
aea8ureaent. because the distribution of 'air was not uniform, and
therefore the air-water 8ixture had a var,rlng apparent dens1ty
which could Dot be dete~1ned. The quantity of air at outlet
could be aeasured but this is not necessarily a true aeasure ot
the air block ••• at the 3uap because soae of the air bubbles
have a rieiDg Yeloclt7 ~.r thaa the downward wat.r velocities
aDd so ... DOt oarried throup.
The .easure.ents o~ velocity and pressure immediately
upstream and down8treaa of the juap give the values of total
energy at these positions. Prom theee valuee the energy lost in
the juap can be found. The energy lost in the juap can also be
calculated ~rom the upstream conditions and the momentum equation
tor the juap. The values obtained are shown in Fig.61 where the
energy lost i8 expressed as a percentage ot the upstream energy and
ie plotted against upstream velocity. It will be seen that the
energy loss rises conSiderably as the upstream velocity increa.es.
5. Position of the Annular HYdraulic Jimp.
The mo.entum equation tor the annular hydraulic jump can
be 8atis~1ed tor any value of the upstreaa velocity, so that,
from consideration of aomentum alone, the jump can occur at any
position in the tube. Experiments ahow that, if the valve setting
at outl.t i8 altered 80 that the energy level i.. ediately upstream
ot it i. chuSed, the juap will aove upatreaa or downstream until
the new enerl7 balance is sati8fied. The position of the annular
hTdraulic jap i. therefore determined b1 the energy 108ses
througbout the 8Y8t •••
Mea8ureaent. ot total energr were made at a number of
positions 1n the tlow s7st •• tor the different p08itioDS ot the
8DDUlar bJdraulic jUmp. The values obtained are plotted in Fig.62.
The enerl7 line with no juap present, shown in bold inter-
conaected dash ••, indicates the high rate of energy 1088 for the
hiab speed aDDalar tlow.
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It a jump occurs, there is an energy loss in the jump itselt-
but the rate ot loss ot energy in the pipe-fUll tlow below the
jump is much less, so that the energy line soon rises above the
11ne .ith no jump.
The value ot the total energy immediately upstream or the
control valve can, within lim1ts, be controlled by the valve
setting. It ia apparent both trom the above discussion and trom
consideration 01' Fig.62 that once the value ot the energy
upstreaa otthe valve ia determined the jump position is also
deter.ined. In theae experi.ents a control valve has been used,
but this valve might equally .ell be replaced by the throttling
action ot a more extensive pipe.ork system or a r1se 1n level
01' the outlet.
A calculation waa aade ot the energy that would be lost
tor the a..e rate at tlow through a aJloothpipe w1th no swirl
velocitie8 and with the pipe running tulle It .as tound that the
losee. w1th ewirl present .ere ao.e three time. higher. This
hlaher rate ot eaergr lose can be explained qualitatively by the
hilher aheare induce. near the p~pe .all by the s.irling
veloeitiea. Quantitative aeasureaente are aa4e ditficult
beeaaa. the awirling velocitiee are being constantly reduced
bJ' trie"ioD aa the fio• .ove. further down the pipe.
In the amNlar 1'10. the pressure is zero, so that the
enePgJ is eati~lJ' klnetie. Plg.63 ab0w8 a plot ot vertical and
awtpllag velooltlea la the ananlar tlow aeasured at tour poaition.
PG th, tu_e.
1••
Also shown in Fig.63 are the idealised, non-viscous vertical
and swirl velocities. It is apparent from this figure that the
eftect ot viscosity is considerable on this high speed flow and
particularly so tor the swirling velocities which are rapidly
approaching zero. At present there is no way ot calculating
these losses.
Therefore, although the position ot the annular hydraulic
juap ia kRoWD to be deter-1ned by a balance of energy losses, it
ia not at present possible to calculate these losses either
upatreaa or downatre .. of such a juap and thus predict its
position.
It has been shown that successive throttling of the tlow
torc.. the juap further up the tube. Atpoint will be reached
where the 3uap to~e at the exit to the vortex tank: this is the
coDd1t1oD discu ••ed in Chapter V when cons1der1ng the min1mum
swirl Decea8ar, to produce a vortex core 1f the vert1cal outlet
veloc1t7 1a lea8 thanJ2gH. At this critical condition the
Teloc1t7 above the juap 1s, theoretically, ~2sft-~ which is
.the critioal yelocit7 tor this outlet cond1tion. A jump to the
pipe tull condition i.plies an 1ncrease 1n spec1t1c energy and
theretore tor the juap to occur at this critical section, the
upatre .. c0Dd1tioDa iDthe vortex tank auet change to provide
the DeC .... r,r i.crea .. 1n ener.,. The critical section at the
outlet to the tank is therefore the limiting posit1on ot the
annnlar hYdraul1c juap beeause above this position the tlow is
below crit1cal.
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6. Behayiour ot Air Bubbles DOJDstrep of JUR.
Downstreaa of the annular hydraulic jump it has been
shown that the swirl velocity distribution is approxiaately
that ot a torced Tortex. The central regiona of the tube are
theretore at a lower pressure thaD the outer regions at any
given cross-section so that air bubbles will tend to move into
the central regions of the tube. This formation ot a core ot
bubbles can be seen in Fig.56 which shows photographs of the
b7draulic juap occurring in the Tertical tube. It will be seen
that the bubblea do not tora a central core, but the core ls in
the fora ot a helix. A study was made to determine the cause
ot this helix •. At first it was thought that there was some lack
ot sy.. etr,r in the upstream rlow but obserTation did not
coatira thia. The next line of enquir.y was an attempt to study
the stabllity of the tlow. It was thought that there might be
an anal0ir wlth a aa8S rotating about its centrold and tree to
8li4. on a rod which a180 rotated, thls belng an unstable
ey.tea. It springa were introduced to represent some partlal
constraint of the maaa it can be shown that there ia a positlon
ot equilibrium at 80.e point ott-centre; Fig.64a illustrates
thie analoiT and aleo ahowe a .ketch of the streamlines when
the centre ot the swirl la ott-centre. It was not round
pos8ible to ••tablleh thle analogr.
i ••
Once the core has aoved off-centre the streamline pattern
must be as shown in Fig.64b eTen though the distribution of
velocity is not that of a tree Tortex. This flow pattern is
aimilar to that obtained a8 part of a vortex pair, and it can
be shown that a Tortex pair rotates about a COBBon centre.
Lamb19 haa extended this theor.r to show that the centre of a
.ingle Tortex within a cylinder will describe a circle concentric
with the cylinder. ..en vertical flow is added to the vortex
flow it ~s see~ that a helix ia produced, but still no
explanation ia obtained of wh7 the centre of the vortex should move
ott-centre in the tirst place.
7. 'Outlet pipe yerSicalll upwards.
It has been previously ahown that the formation of a
vortex oore into an outlet pipe leading upwa~s trom a tank
require. a strong local swirl and the core will probably only be
transitory. Constderatton will no. be given to the h1.tor" ot
an air core when entering such an outlet and the result .111 be
eo.pared .ith the obserTations ot transitor,r cores.
Fig. 52 aho.. a Tortex core leading into the outlet. At
entr" to the outlet Bernoulli's equat10n giTes, as previously,
..it cl.
1£=-+ ~2.g 2.g.b
because the preasure at the surface of the core must be zero.
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Water can only flow upwards either by changing
kinetic or pressure energy into potential energy. With
a free air surface present it is not possible for the pressure
energy level to change and therefore the water can only
move upwards by exchanging its kinetic energy for the
potential energy gained. From the continuity equation,
as v decreases so the flow area must increase and therefore
the air core will steadily close. Once the air core has
closed the pressure can drop in exchange for the increased
potential. Despite the closing of the air-core air
entrainment can still continue because of the formation of
small air bubbles trom the thin tail of the core.
Observations made during the formation ot air-
entraining vortices confirmed the previous argument even
though the vortices were only transitory. Therefore with
an upwards outlet there is no possibility of aD,air-core
persisting as was possible with the downwards outlet, but
it is still possible tor there to be a continuous stream
of air bubbles passing up the outlet whenever a transitory
vortex core forms.
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DIAGRAM OF ANNULAR HYDRAULIC JUMP
SHOWING CIRCULATION IN TONGUE
lS5
FIG 56
VIEWS OF VERTICAL OUTLET TUBE
The Annular Hydraulic Jump is occuring
in each; note the spiraling of air
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TYPICAL ANNULAR HYDRAULIC JUMPS:
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a). Meehanical Analogy Of Spiralling Of Air Core.




1. velocity distributions and Surrace Proriles
The measurements or velocities within the structure
or the free spiral vortices showed the measured tangential
velocity distribution to be in close agreement with that
or the ideal, rree cylindrical vortex. It was therefore
possible to assign a value of the vorticity, c, to any
particular Tortex and make a comparison or measured quantity
of discharge, with that calculated from a non-viscous
theor.y, ror the same values or vorticity and water depth.
Qualitative agreement with the non-viscous analysis was
obtained, but quantitative agreement could only be reached
by introducing a coefricient of discharge which was itself
a tunction of the vorticity. The modification of the
DOD-Tiscous theor,y caused by the viscous shear stresses cannot
therefore be allowed for by using a constant coefficient
or discharge, although experiment has shown that the
coefficient of discharge only varies slightly until high
values ot vorticity are reached, when the alteration becomes
large.
The radial velocity component was generally too small
to be measured because ot the presence ot higher vertical
and tangential components, but it was established that radial
1S.
flow is confined to a small region near the free surrace
and another region at the bottom of the tank, near the
outlet. This radial flow at the surtace then became a
strong vertical outrlow on the surface or the vortex core.
The apparent lack of radial flow throughout the remainder
of the vortex structure is in agreement with the vorticity
theorem that there is no flow across a vortex tube and is
supported by a particular integral of the NaTter-Stokes
equations, which shows that the tangential velocity
distribution would be considerably changed by anything but
a yer,y saall radial component.
The 8tudy of the vertical velocity components has
reTealed an interesting flow pattern in which the flow is
alternately upwards and downwards. ,These vertical velocities
appear to be related to the tangential velocity gradient,
because they only occur where this gradient is large. It
i8 thought that these vertical velocities are supplied trom
the radial tlow at the top and bottom of the tank and that
they supply fresh fluid to a region of the rlow where radial
Teladties cannot or do not occur. The vertical flow
pattern is there~ore a ~orm of ••conda~ flow set up by the
Tortex shear gradient.
Despite the aeasured tangential velocity distribution.
beina Ter,r nearly in agreement with the non-viscous
distribution, the .easured quantity and that calculated from
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the non-viscous theory are only approximately in agreement,
particularly when the swirl is large. Measurement of the
free surface profile showed that this, too, was in good
agreement with that calculated from the free cylindrical
theory, though this theory cannot give the free surface near
the exit from the tank where vertical and radial velocities
are sigftificant. A relaxation analysis was used to obtain
the non-viscous surface profile near the outlet for a
particular high value of swirl and comparison with the
measured profile showed that the measured flow area at
outlet was about 3Q% greater than that calculated. This
increase in flow area produces the rise in coefficient of
discharae at high values of swirl and is probably caused by
the high viscous shear stresses near the outlet, which
reduce the vortex velocities in this region.
2. Similarity of vortices and vortex formation.
Using two sizes of apparatus it has been shown that
two aeometrically similar vortices are obtained when the
velocities are sealed by the Froude Number. Slight
di8crepancies were found, amounting to a maximum difference
in velocity of about 12.%,from the scaled values, but even
this maximum error is slight when it is considered that
Reynolds Numbers differ by eight times in the two sizes of
apparatus. Theretore, once a vortex has been generated,
siailar behaviour will be obtained in a model only if the
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Froude Number is identical with that o~ its prototype.
There are two mechanisms by which swirl is generated
in the flow approaching an outlet. Firstly the water
entering a vessel may have a tangential velocity component
relative to the outlet 80 that a rotation of the water
around the outlet is induced. Swirl generated in this way
will be steady and will vary linearly with inlet velocity;
this type ot swirl generation is used in the vortex tanks in this
investigation. For this tirst type o~ swirl generation
complete similarity between a model and its prototype will
be obtained by operating at equal Froude Number. Secondly,
swirl is generated when vortices are shed ~rom the boundaries
ot the flow and these vortices are carried towards the
outlet where they may produce transient air-entrainment.
Because the shedding of vortices is not independent ot the
Reynolds Number ot the flow, complete similarity may no
longer exist when using the Froude Number as a similarity
criterion. The vortices ~ormed in the lee ot a bluft body
at low Rey,nolds Number are standing eddies which remain in
the sa•• position and do not move away downstream. When the
ReJDolds .umber is increased, there is a critical value
above which the vortices are shed and move away downstream
to for. the well known Karman vortex street. It vortices
tormed by so.e .separation o~ the tlow trom a boundary are to
produce air-entrainment, either they must be tormed very near
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the outlet, or else they must be shed at a discontinuity
and carried towards the outlet. The strength of vortices
formed in this way is linearly related to the flow velocity,
BO that Reynolds Number will only influence the problem if
the air-entrainment depends on vortices being shed. If this
is true, similarity can only be obtained if'the model is
suff'iciently large so that, when operating at similar Froude
Npmber, the Reynold's Number is not decreased below the
threshold value for vortex shedding. It must also be
remembered that the shed vortices are decaying as they are
carried towards the outlet and this is also influenced by
Reynolds Number.
In a small model operated with Froude Number equal to
that of the prototype, the ReynoldB Number of the flow is
probab17 reduced below the critical vortex shedding value.
Some work was carried out to investigate the possibility of
distorting the model geometrically by exaggerating the outlet
diameter. In this way the approach velocities could be
iacre •• e6 while maintaining equal Froude Number at exit, so
that the Reynolds Number of' the approaching flow was more
nearly equal to that of the prototype. At first the only
factors affecting the formation of vortices were thought to
be the velocity of outflow, the submergence, the swirl and
the outlet diameter. I~ this were so, it would be posslb~e
. to make the required eX$ggeration of outlet size without
destroying similarity, but experiment has shown that outlet
size is not the only significant dimension; the results
obtained with different sizes of outlet not being in
agreement when plotted non-dimensionally. However, these
results did agree when quantity divided by outlet diameter
was plotted against depth,and swirl was plotted non-
dimensionally, Fig.35. This agreement indicates that a
distortion may be feasible, but to establish this result
experiments are required with both a model sump and its
prototype and various exagaerations tried.
Previously, the velocity scale distortion suggested
by Denny has been mentioned. In a 1/16 size model Denny
showed that similarity was obtained when velocities in a
geometrically similar model were equal to that of the
prototype. The model velocities were therefore four times
greater than demanded by Froude Number similarity, but still
sixteen times less than given by Reynolds Number. On the
present hypotheSiS, it is suggested that this velocity increase
.a8 necessary tor vortex shedding to occur.
3. Beltricted Outlet.
When the water was permitted to discharge freely through
the outlet, even a low value of swirl produced a vortex core.
Limiting the velocity ~t outflow also determines a certain
critical Talue of the swirl below which no vortex cor-e can form.
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Limiting the outflow velocity to three quarters of
the free discharge value will demand a higher swirl than
would normally be present, while restricting the velocity
to half of the free discharge value will make it impossible
for a vortex core to form,because such a strong swirl cannot
be generated. The velocity to be restricted is the velocity
at the critical outlet section and an increase in velocity
after this section would not be detrimental. A bellmouth
outlet could therefore be beneficial in limiting the outlet
velocity at this critical section. In this way air-entrainment
can be prevented, but swirl can still be present in the outlet
and may cause a loss of efficiency of a pump, particularly
of the axial flow type. Flow straighteners could be used
to remove the swirl.
4. Upwards Outlet.
Steady vortices are unlikely to be air-entraining when
the outlet is vertically upwards because the outlet tube
occupies the position of the air core, but swirl in the
outlet tube can reduce the flow and can lower the efficiency
of a puap connected to it. Care must therefore be taken
to prevent any general swirl. Transient vortices shed from
the flow boundar,y are the principal cause of air entrainment
and the1 can be prevented by careful design of the inlet to
the suap and by reducing the velocities in the flow
approaching the outlet so that vortices are not shed.
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Attention has been drawn to the shedding o~ vortices ~rom
the outside or the outlet pipe and the resulting air-
entrainment. These vortices are prevented ir the outlet is
sited near a boundary so that there is no flow past it.
In contrast to lowering the velocities approaching the
outlet, placing the outlet in a strong almost uniform stream
prevents air-entrainment completely, even when the outlet
velocity is high and the submergence low. This result,
opposite to the usual idea that velocities near the outlet
must be kept low, is possible because no vortex remains
near the outlet tor long enough for a core to ~orm.
When studying the formation of steady vortices at the
upwards outlet an interesting instability was seen to
develop. When a steady vortex had been estab'lished tor a tew
minutes, an oscillation of the free water surface slowly
developed and at the same time a subsidiary vortex core was
~ormed which rotated around the outlet in phase with the
surface oscillation. This subsidiary core took, perhaps,
ten minutes to torm and it sometimes became strong enough
to entrain air. No explanation for the formation of this
8ubsidiar,y core can be offered; the flow ~antity, increased
a~ter its toraation so that, presumably, it satisfies a
miniaua energy requirement.
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5. Conditions in the Outlet Tube and the Annular Hydraulic Jump.
The direction of the outlet tube, whether vertically
upwards or downwards, influences the behaviour of an air-core.
For the upwards outlet the pressure must fall as the flow
rises further up the tube 60 that the air-core cannot persist,
while for the downwards outlet the flow accelerates under
gravity and the air-core can become larger. Therefore a very
strong vortex may cause the breakdown of upward flow, while
for less strong vortices the air core enters the outlet
and then breaks up into air bubbles which are carried through
with the flow. For all directions of outlet tube the formation
o~ a vortex has two detrimental effects, firstly, it restricts
the quantity of flow to the value corresponding to the
particular outlet submergence, diameter and swirl and,
secondly, it may also entrain air into the outlet. The
transient formation of vortices at an ,intake will therefore
cause sudden restriction of the flow with consequent
surging of the flow as these vortices form and break •
For vortex flow in a downwards outlet tube, the
transition ret'erred to as the annular hydraulic jump has
been described and analysed. An interesting feature of the
analysis is the separate treatment of the vertical and swirl
velocities, which is shown to be justified by the
experimental results. The position of the jump has been
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discussed qualitatively by considering energy losses through
the system, but it was not possible to calculate these energy
losses, even ror the pipe-rull rlow, because of the changing
swirl velocities which gradually decay as the flow passes
down the tube. When the upstream velocity is high, a large
proportion, perhaps 60%, of the upstream energy is dissipated
in the jump. For some applications, this means or destroying
energy may prove as usetul as the well known hydraulic jump
of open channel flow.
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APPENDIX L
D~~AILS OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC METHODS
Two main problems were encountered when photographing
the pellets, firstly, the light was scattered by the water
between the pellets and the camera and secondly it was
difficult to obtain sufficient intensity of light to give
the required streaks on the photographs. The solution of
these problems was slightly different for each size of
apparatus.
In the small tank any general lighting was scattered
by the water and had an intensity as great as that of the
illuminated beads. The photographs were therefore taken at
night with no general lighting and the beads were
illuminated by a narrow, parallel beam of light directed
downwards through the free water surface. Some results were
obtained with the beam of light centrally placed, but the
free surface near the core acted as a lens and scattered the
light away from the core. Photographs of beads near the core
were obtained by shining the beam of light through the flat
outer portion of the free surface and angling it so that it
shone on the vortex core. This beam of light had to be made
as bright a8 possible and it had to be made parallel. High
intensity spot lamps with as much as 1000 watt bulbs were
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tried but the absorption o~ the lens system was considerable.
The best lighting was obtained rrom a 12 volt car headlamp
bulb in an 8 inch spotlight rerlector, but the bulb was
overrun at 14 volts and this gave a light with a very high
colour temperature. The bulbs lasted ror about 2 or 3 hours.
The beam o~ light obtained was masked to give a parallel
beam or rrom 1 to 2i inches in diameter according to the
region being photographed.
Various ~ilms and developers were tried to obtain the
maximum sensitivity so that the ~eint streaks or the ~aster
moving pellets could be recorded. Very ~ast ~ilms such as
Ilrord HPS gave too much grain and were un8atis~actor,y even
when very rine grain developers were used. A~ter much trial
the best results were obtained with Ilford HP3 developed in
Microphen ror 15 minutes at 68oF. HP3 is rated at 340 Scheiner.
In the large apparatus, the velocity measurements
depended on the instantaneous stroboscope images which had to
be joined by a streak given by a small amount of constant
illumination. It was ~ound impossible to photograph the ver,y
saall wax pellets used in the small tank and some larger
plastiC pellets or 7 m.m.diameter were used. When readings
were to be taken in the large tank the water in the general
laborator,y supply was renewed and it remained photographically
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clear for about 10 days. The stroboscopes were placed
alongside each camera while the constant illumination
was provided by one 500 watt masked spotlamp shining through
the outer flat portion of the free water surface. A careful
balance had to be maintained between the constant illumination
and that of the stroboscopes. The type ot film and
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